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I. INTRODUCTION

There is nothing very new about the concern of parents and

educators for the proper decorum of the children in their care. One

archeol,)gist reports that his translation of the markings on an arti-

fact dating back to ancient Sumria proves that at least one adult was

perplexed and troubled by the disobedience of a child 4000 years ago

(Sprinthall and Sprinthall, 1974X,, An elementary school teacher,

employed in eighteenth century Massachusetts, reported that the

diciplinary tactics he found it necessary to use included rapping

students'about the head and face, weilding blows with caries, hands,

books, rods and rulers, and forcing children to maintain painful

postures such as kneeling on triangular blocks of wood, or upon dried

peas (Bernard, 1830).*

Current literature from the field.of education suggests that

while the concern for discipline in the schools may not be new, the

degree of that concern has increased significantly in recent years and

continues to grow. Further it is said that the sympathies of many adults

who once endorsed policies of permissive leniency have now shifted, or

are in the process of shifting, towards a definite preference for any

techniques that will restore "order" to the classroom, and give them

greater control over the conduct of the young. The five most recent

annual polls of public attitudes towards the schools, conducted in the

U.S. by Gallup, support this suggestion. Discipline consistently ranks

at the top of the list of things that trouble the public when it evaluates

the schools. Specifically seeking a Canadian perspective on the issue,

Gallup.pollsterS here find that a majority Of the population interviewed

believe current discipline practices are not strict enough. That this

*See Chamberlin, page 5. 5



sentiment is growing is made apparent when one compares the figures from

Canadian surveys conducted in 1954, 1969 and 1974. In response to the

question, "Do you think that discipline in the public schools in (your)

area is too strict, or not strict enough?" in 1954 only 357, felt that

discipline needed to be more severe. In 1974,56% of the population

intervie,Wed gave that response. It is significant to mite that of the

21 percentage point'iritrease.seen in two decades, a rise of 12 points

occurred in the five years between 1969 and 1974. The converts to the

call for stricter discipline appear to come from the group which pre

viously believed that the amount of discipline was "just about right",

over the last twenty years the portion of the population in favour of

less strict controls has remained at a stable, low figure_ of about 4%.

While respondents over 30 years of age were most strongly inclined to

want to see discipline tightened up, at every age level respondents were

more likeLy to favour stricter controls. It is interesting to see that

uven amo.u.; high school students, the majority of whom (60%) believed

discipline was "just about right", the portion of students endorsing

tighter reins was significantly larger than that group asking for fewer

controls.

Can a teacher hope to find measures that will satisfactorily

control the wide range of potential violations of the classroom? Will

a method that corrects one type of deviance correct another? One would

expect that a presentation of the current thinking- about discipline in

the schools could give answers to these questions, and beyond this be able

to specify what the techniques are, and how they might be put into effect.

In fact the literature is more than overflowing with "suggestions" and

"hints" to teachers and administrators for ways that classroom decorum
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may be established, maintained, improved, or restored. These range from

platitudes ("show Johnnythat you care") to very specific management tech-

niques ("reward .him with the words, 'Good boy!' only when he has stayed

in his seat for five minutes"). There is no significant body of experi-

mental research that has compared the effectiveness of one technique over

another, and little or no research that tells anything about the long-term

effects of particular techniques. It is relevant here to exnlain why this

is so.

The validity and value of any experimental research must be

judged according to two types of criteria. Internal validity refers to

the degree to which a research plan is able to isolate 'the variable under

investigation (i.e. the specific disciplinary technique) from all the other

potential variables which might affect the experimental situation. This

isolation can happen only if all theother factors which could vary (i.e.

teacher personaity, student personality, class size, types of misconduct,

social milieu, etc.) can be identified and controlled. In other words,

internal validity is a measure of the extent to which one may safely conclUde

that the iliffereui, between results in the experimental and control condi-

tions is attributable to the variable in questionand to nothing else.

Ernal /alidity refers to the extent to which the research results may

reasonably be generalized and applied to other, non-experimental, real-life

situations. Studies conducted in laboratories with scrupulous control over

all the possible variables and likely to be high in internal 'validity, but

considerably lower in external validity. The closer an ekperimental situa-

tion resembles real life, the lower the probability is that one variable

alone can be shown to have caused the results. The problems of internal

and external validity are especially important as far as educational research

7
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is concerned, and this is specifically evident as one examines the paucity

of material experimentally comparing discipline techniques.

It has been tiroven that when people know they are subjects in an

experiment and are under observation, they are likely to behave in manners

different from their natural performance. When the subjects of observation

are teachers and students, and the dimension under inspection is discipline

in the classroom - or the teacher's ability t "control". the students the

effects oF the experimental awareness are likely to be most strong. In the

first place, a Leacher's capacity for controlling student benaviour is often

regarded as synonymous with her teaching competence in gencral. In this case

the experimental situation is Frequently perceived as threatening. Under

this sort of pressure it is unlikely that a teacher would be able to behave

naturally. Furthermore,.teachers who have been instructed to change only

one specific aspect of their Leaching behaviour, in a very specific way,

often have a difficult time keeping from making other minor and major changes

simultaneously.

An example of the difficulties encountered by researchers who aim

for results that are both internally and externally valid is provided by

some very interesting research conducted by Kounin (1970). !Lis researchers

identified a "ripple effect" in the management of misbehaviour in group

situations; disciplinary actions by the teacher, directed towards a "dviant"

student, appeared to influence and impinge upon the witnesses to the alter-

cation. The focus of the research was to ,discover how differences in "desist"

techniques (disciplinary actions) affecte'd bystanders differently. "Does a

teacher's technique of handling n'misbehaviour make any difference in how

students who are audienCe to this event react? Do differences in desist

techniques produce different effects upon attitudes or overt behaviour?

8
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Is one technique more effective than another?" Only one quality of a desist

technique consistently showed an effect in all the experimental and field

studies. It was found that teachers who desisted a misbehaviour with anger,

punitiveness, or roughness, were most likely to find their pupil audiences

reaeLing with more behaviour disruption, or marked emotional discomfort.

Except for this one finding, when the researchers used experimental situa-'

Lions (ni,,;h in internal validity) and field studies (high in external

vAlidity) they received exactlyopposite results from the two conditions.

"In all the exoeriments differences in qualities of desist techniques made

a diEference in how audience studen-cs reacted... On the other hand, in

none of the experiments did the manipulation of prevailing variables .(such

as student motivation level) make any diffel.ence in how audience students

reacted to desist events... In contrast, the field studies showed that

prevailing variables were the significant determinants of persons' reactions

to desist events, and that desist qualities, as such were not." (Kounin

1970, p. 56)

Because there simply is no significant corpus of data that reliably

indicates which discipline methods will be most effective in the classroom

situations faced Iv most teachers, this paper'Will present instead a summary

of the current thinking aboutdiscipline in the schools, focusing on the wide

range of techniques recommended by authorities in the field. It is probable

that teachers who want or need to improve the quality of discipline in their

classrooms will benefit from familiarity with all of the models summarized

below, so'that they-may borrowfrom each the aspects which seem most suitable

to their individual situations.

9
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Discipline in the schools cannot be considered in a vacuum,

isolated From such fundamental concerns as the philosophy and goals that

suide the processes in any edacational system. It is always frustrating

to hear teachers debate issues of methodology, when they have failed to

reach any agreement as to what their goals are. It is indisputable that

the goals of education should to a large extent determine disciplinary

policies, and these goals must be vitally linked to the social and poli-

tical attitudes of the society in general. To speak of techniques'alone

would not suffice. All of the discipline methods included below have

evolved based on assumptions abouE the basic nature of the child and have

been shaped by auitudes that ptefer one type of social system over another.

10



II. LEARNING THEORY PRINCIPLES AND BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION PRACTICES

When disciplime. problems make it impossible for a.class to function

optimally, and the teacher has the certain feeling that "something has got to

change-around here", she may choose between two paths to change. ShE may

undertake efforts to change the misbehaving child, or she may decide instead

to change the educational situation in wh:ich misconduct arises. A quick

perusal of the shelves that carry discipline "howto" books attests to the

fact that in the most recent decade there has been increased attention given

to those techniques that promise Lc enable one person (the teacher) to change

and control the behaviour of another (the pupil). Seventy years ago a

Russian scientist named Pavlov taught a dog to salivate to the sound of a

bell. Later B.F. Skinner taught a pigeon-to play ping pong. Now some

declare that you can teach almost any.thing to anyone new tricks to an old

dog, appropriate behaviours to a "COnfirmed" classroom discipline problem.

The behaviourist point of view holds that the classroom teacher needs first

to understand the laws of learning theory, and second to apply these laws

systematically through behaviour modification techniques. What follows,

presumably, is the establishment of an educational domain marked by Order

and total teacher control over student behaviour. The attraction of learning

theory and behaviour modification techniques is strong for many because of

the clear and logical way they seem to expi4in everything. Anything a person

does, ac.cording to the model, is determined by the effects his actions have

had in the past; if we can control the consequences of his actions in the

present, we can, direct and predict his behaviour in the future. In these

chaotic times a model that makes sense of past, present, and future has

undeniable appeal. What is more, the learning theory principles strike a

cord with the common sense of laymen.

1 1
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In an attempt to make psychology a more scientific enterprise,

one characterized by objective data and testable predictions, the behaviourist

school of psychology proposed that the only meaningful way to investigate

human behaviour (or the behaviour of any organism for that matter) was by

observing it. Any.aspect of the organism's repertoire that could not be

directly observed (i.e. thoughts, ideas, or feelings) was excluded from the

psychologist's concerns. The syStematic observation of the behaviours of

countless animals and people led to the development of a set of principles

which described the consistent patterns of behaviours identified in the

investigations. Psychologists began, then, to make predictions of future

behaviours based on the principles they had extracted from their observations;

when the predictions were borne out learning theory principles assumed a

prominent position in the thinking of those scientists seeking to explain

human behaviour. In subtle progression what began as the description of

certain relationships came to be held as explanation of behaviour, Since

learning theorists did not include non-observable processes such as thinking,

feeling, and imagining in their observations, what evolved was a model which

explained human behaviour without any reference or credit given to those

unobservable human processes. So that today, in fact, the position held by

the most orthodox learning theorists and strictest behaviour modifiers

(practitioners of learning theory principles) is that what a person thinks

or feels is of no value in understanding his behaviour, or in helping one

to modify that behaviour.

Two types of behaviour are recouaized by learning theory.

Involuntary (or respondent) ehaviour is vitally connected to the satis-

faction of ,,,urvival needs, and results from specific stimuli in a person's

environment which regularly elicits the behaviour. All human beings haVe

1 2



the same repertoire of respondent behaviours - for example, all mouths

water at the sight of food. Voluntary behaviour (or operant behaviour),

on the other hand, appears at first to occur randomly, and to be highly

individualized. "This type of behaviour need not be correlated with any

known or recognizable stimuli. Most of man's higher order behaviour,

that is, behaviour not dealing with basic life processes, falls into the

category of operant behaviour. Certainly, all of that behaviour learned

and required to success in school folls into the operant category."

(Brown, 1971, p. 4)

The process by which operant behaviours are developed and/or

strengthened is called operant conditioning. Fundamental to this process

is the coupling of random, voluntary behaviours with consequences that

are either satisfying or unsatisfying to the performer of the action. A

consequence is judged to be satisfying if, and only if, by pairing it with

a particular behaviour the probability of that behaviour being repeated in

the future under similar circumstances is increased. Any stimulus, which

when paired with a behaviour increases the chance that the behaviour will

be repeated, is regarded as a positive reinforcer. It is significant to

note that what is positive is determined solely by its effects on a

behaviour. Nothing is positive in and of itself. Jane likes ice cream.

When you reward a good spelling performance with ice cream, Jane's spelling

performance in the future is likely to be good again. John, on the other

hand, hates ice cream. If the consequences of his good spelling performance

is that he is given a dish of ice cream to eat, in the future changes are

John will be less likely to perform as well. Dollar (1972) identifies

three categories of reinforcers useful in the classroom setting. Tangible

objects valued by the child, such as candy, toys, or books are called

13
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Concrete Reinforcers. Activity Reinforcers permit the pupil to engage in

an activity which is valued by him. Examples of activity reinforcers

include permission to run in the school yard, to serve as a monitor, or

to care for a class pet. Social Reinforcers, often the most subtle of

the three types, include verbal and non-verbal consequences to a specific

behaviour. Non-verbal reinforcers include smiles, standing close to a

student, and making eye contact with the student at the child's eye level.

Verbal rewards are usually expressions of approval or expressions of self-

exposure by the teacher that suggest that the child's behaviour is pleasing.

For example, "I feel great when you do your work so well", would be an

exemplary verbal reinforcement. Dollar is careful to note that verbal

reinforcements should commend the behaviour rather than the person - that

is, "Your work is good" rather than "You are good". To a large extent

the success of any teacher's efforts to apply learning theory in the

classroom will be determined by her ability to identify appropriate

reinforcers. This task is especially difficult when the teacher is

diagnosing a behaviour problem. She must then look to the child's environ-

ment to determine in what way he is being reinforced for the inappropriate

behaviour. The child may be receiving concrete, activity or social rein-

forcements for his inar ropriate behaviour, without anyone intentionally

reinforcing that behaviour. Once the reinforcer of inappropriate behaviour

is identified 'the teacher Must try to eliminate it.

When a person acts in such a way as to avoid unpleasant conse-

quences, rather than specifically to gain favourable ones, the consequences

themselves are called aversive stimuli. If, by removing aversive stimuli

the probability of a particular behaviour being repeated is increased, then

the aversive stimuli has'served as negative reinforcement. Johnny throws

1 4



his coat on the cla,,sroom floor. His teacher chides, "You must live in'

quite a messY barn, little piggy:" On the days that follow Johnny takes

great care to hang his coat on the hook, thus avoiding his teacher's

ridicule. Ridicule, in this case, was an aversive stimuli and a negative

rinforcer because it increased the probability that John would, ir the

future, hang up his coat. Threats, scolding, removal of privileges, and

poor grades are among the commonly used negative reinforcers in school.

An aversive stimulus may be used either as a negative reinforcer, or

simply as punishment. -Punishment is an aversive stimulus used simply to

reduce the rate of a particular response. Once more it is important to

appreciate that one man's meat is another man's poison - that something

is an aversive stimulus only if it has a specific effect on a particular

person's lehaviour. One student will do anything to avoid a failing

grade. Another could not care less whether his report card is studded

with A's or F's.

Learning theory asserts that all voluntary behaviour is learned.

One way that new behaviours are learned is by "modelling"or imitation of

the behaviour of another. Modelling is most likely to occur if the "model"

is identified as a powerful, prestigiouS figure. The chances that a

behaviour will be imitated are greater when the behaviour seems to win

favourable consequences for the model. In this way then, one person's

behaviour, is determined not onl: by his own personal history of reinforce-

ment, but also by the pattern of reinforcement that he observes in his

models. If a totally novel behaviour is required of a person, and there

In the educational setting teachers are powerful models for behaviour,
as are student leaders.

15
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is no appropriate model for that behaviour, the new behaviour may be

taught, according to learning theory principles. For example, a teacher

wishes to increase the amount, and improve the quality of Louie's peer

interaction, because he tends to be very socially isolated. At first

she will reward him when he is simply in spatial proximity to another

child.. Later she will reward him only if he talks to another child.

Later still she will reward him only if he initiates interaction with

another child. The process proceeds in this manner of successive

approximations f the goal behaviour, until the goal is realized.

Shaping by rewarding successive approximations of desirable behaviour

has been proven effective in a wide range of activities.

There are WO explanations offered by learning theorists for

ihappropriate or maladaptive behaviours. Either an individual has not

had the opportunity to.learn appropriate responses or, somewhere along

the line, intentionally or inadvertently, the person has been and con-

ues to he reinforced for the undesirable action. In the behaviourist

model, an undesirable behaviour is eliminated (or extinguished) by con-

sistent non-reinforcement. That is, the behaviour that is<ao longer

rewarded is expected, eventually, to "drop-out" of the.behavioural

repertoire.

Up to this point the discussion of reinforcement principles

may largely have mirrored at least the intentions of most teachers -

that is, to reward desirable and discourage undesirable behaviours in

the classroom. Learning theory, however, emphasizes the positive action,

and also emphasizes total consistency of application - two emphases un-

likely to be realized in most classrooms. Behaviour modification's

most impressive results are yielded when desirable behaviours are

_1 6
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consistently rewarded. The results of non-reinforcement or punishment of

undesirable responses are less impressive. Rewarding positive behaviour,

with consistency, almost always increases the probability that the response

will be repeated, while the extinction process is much slower and less

LertAin. yet in the average classroom a teacher is usually more inclined

to take desirable responses, when they occur, for granted, while channelling

her energy into confrontations that might discourage troublemakers. According

to the mo'del presented here'that energy is misdirected.

It is not sufficient to understand that sood behaviours should be

rewarded; che effectiveness of reward is conditional upon the timing with

watch it is delivered. Rewards should always follow the actual behaviours

rather than promises of the behaviour; rewards should follow desired responses

immediately, lest there be any doubt about which behaviour is being rewarded.

Studios comparing the efCectiveness of rewards and punishments given immedi-

acel.: or delayed make this point clear.

In addition, it has been demonstrated that the scheduling of

rowhrds can be arranged in several different fashions, each schedule bearing

it, own advantages and drawbacks. Teachers, for example, are rewarded for

their efforts by monthly pay cheques that arrive at this fixed interval

regardless of their performance during the month. Factory workers are paid

according to the number of pieces they produce; they work according to a

fixed ratio reinforcement schedule. Ten pieces.of merchandise will always

earn the worker five dollars, whether it takes him five minutes or five

weeks to produce them. Gamblers, according to learning theory, practise

that mos compelling occupation because they get paid off less predictably.

Presumably they never.really know when their horse will come iv, in other

words, when they will be reinforced for their efforts. One week they may

1 7
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win five out of ten bets. Then they may bet fifty times in a month without

picking a winner. When the number of times an action must be repeated be-

fore a reward is given varies, the reinforcement schedule is called a

variable ratio schedule. The variable ratio schedule of reinforcement has

been demonstrated most effective in establishing and maintaining behaviour

patterns over a long period of time. Behaviours rewardeci in this manner

are slowest to extinguish because no pattern of reinforcement has been

permitted to develop. "The middle class child persists because, having

been reinforced in this manner in the past, he has learned that he will

eventually be rewarded if his activity is maintained long enough. MosL

good teachers use this type of reinforcement schedule, although not

necessarily by design." (Bradn, 1971, p. 9) The great importance of

consistency in the application of behaviour modification techniques is

apparent when one considers a case where non-reinforcement (i.e. ignoring)

of an undesirable behaviour is not followed through. While extinction is

the goal of consistent non-reinforcement, giving in by paying attention,

and dlus rewarding the behaviour just once, changes non-reinforcement to

variable ratio reinforcement, and the result is the most ,Iffective schedule

for maintaining a behaviour.

Whether the teacher wishes to employ, behaviour modification

techniques preventively or correctively in the classroom, there are pri-

marily four steps that underlie their application. First, the teacher

must identify and specify exactly what behaviour is to be established,

increased or eliminated. While the teacher's goal may be broad, like

getting Linda to cooperate with the other children", she must pinpoint

a discrete behaviour which inJ!.::tes the accomplishment of the conceptual

*
Variable ratio reinforcements most closely resemble the uncontrolled
learning experiences_on which the behavioural repertoires of all people

have been built.
18
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goal. "If concepts such as appreciation, understanding, or attitudes

are to have meaning, these meanings should be defined in ways conducive

tc assessment." (Madsen, 1970, p. 21) From the behaviourist point of

view the only way to determine if a concept has been realized is to

translate it into observable behaviours. In the example, then, Linda's

cooperation could be identified as each instance when Linda volunteers

to assist another student. The.second step in the behaviour modification

procedure is to make an objective record of the frequency of the specified

bet tviour before there has been any systematic intervention. This record

forms the first part of a behaviour modification chart. There are several

ways a teacher can keep a tally of the frequency of a behaviour. She can

make a mark on a tally sheet every time the behaviour is displayed. She

can make a pile of paper slips with a predetermined number of slips in

it, and withdraw one slip every time the behaviour occurs. She may use

wrist counter if she has access to one. Sometimes it is useful to put

a piece of masking tape on the child's desk, so that each time the

behaviour occurs a mark may be made on the tape. The teacher can be

responsible for the tally, or she may recruit volunteer parents or para-

professionals for this project. Sometimes a positive change in behaviour

is elicited just by having the student keep his own tally. Whatever way

this tally is achieved, the period before intervention is known as baseline,

and what one wants to determine is the difference between the frequency of

the behaviour during baseline and during the period of reinforcement dhat

follows. Therefore, the third step in the behaviour modification prots

is the systematic application of specific consequences (reinforcements) to

the given behaviour. According to.the reinforcement schedule the teacher

1 9
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has chosen as most appropria.te, she will consistently reinforce the desired

behaviour, or non-reinforce or punish the undersired behaviour. It is most

important that only one type of reinforcement or punishment be used at a time

for a specific behaviour; otherwise it would be impossible to determine what

specifically produces the intervention effect. The second part of a behaviour

modification chart shows the tally of performance during the reinforcement_

period. If a desirable behaviour occurs more frequently during the period

of reinforcement, or an undesirable behaviour less frequently it is suggested

that the change is attributable to the reinforcement. A fourth step in the

process that is recommended by researchers is called the "reversal of con-

tinencies" period, wherein the reinforcement procedure is discontinued

completely and the teacher tries to respond to the child exactly as she did

Cov:iai; baselie. Once more a tally of the student's behaviour is kept. Tf

the rate of de5;irable responses or undesirable responses resembles the base-

line period more than the reinforcement period, it is assumed that the change

during .

reinforcement was definitely due to the reinforcement. Finally, once

the effectivenss of the reinforcement is demonstrated, the teacher may resume

the systematic application of the reinforcement expecting that the behavioural

change she is working for will beaccomplished to a significant degree.

Figure 1 gives an example of what a behaviour modification chart, recording

the effects of reinforcement on cooperative behaviour, might look like.

2 0



FIGURE 1

A Behaviour Modification Chart of Reinforcement on Cooperative Behaviour
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An example of behaviour modification applied to decrease the

frequency of a specific, undesirable classroom behaviour emitted by a child

is provided below. Holms (1966) reports the effects of consistently applied

reinforcement techniques on a nineyear-old boy who exhibited disruptive

classroom behaviour. The child's teacher was instructed first to record the

frequency of the disruptions caused by the student. Then she ignored dis

ruptive behaviours, and rewarded appropriate ones. When the boy's deviations

were very extreme he was kept after school and sent home on a later school

bus so that he lost the peer attention because he was with children he did

not know. His correct behaviours were rewarded with teacher praise, peer

approval, and appointment as blackboard monitor. Initially disruptive

behaviours increased as "payoff" was withdrawn, but after this initial rise

maladaptive behaviours progressively decreased, until they were entirely

eliminated by the end of the third week.
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Preventive applications of learning theory for classroom and

industry have been developed wiEh a marked degree of success. The basis

of two applicatiOns to be presented here is a system of Contingency

Managagement (CM). By using a contingency management system individual

students may be directed to perform desirable instructional activities

or desirable classroom conduct as determined by the teacher, or entire

classes may be so channelled. Uarless and Lineberry (1971) call CM a

"motivational technique for systematically increasing the probability

that a student will engage in instructional activity by making his high

priority purposes contingent upon satisfying the objectives of the

instructional activity." Premack's Principle is the basis for the

system:

If an organism is more likely to engage in behaviour

B than in behaviour A, then behaviour A can he.made

more probable by making the opportunity to engage in

behaviour B contingent upon displaying the behaviour

A. (O'Leary, 1972, p. 29)

Affectionately put, this is "Grandma's Law" - "first clean your plate,

then you may have your dessert." Making Grandma's Law operational in the

classroom proceeds in the following manner. First, the desirable behaviour

must he identified. This gtep is identical with the first general step in

any behaviour modification practice, with the qualification that CM is always

a positive system, giving rewards for appropriate behaviours. The teacher

is required to carefullyassesswhat behaviours are required for the purpose

of achieving her instructional objectives, and then she must precisely

describe the behaviours to the students. Homme (1970) recommends that the

goal behaviour call for accomplishment rather than obedience. "Reward for

accomplishment leads to independence. Reward for obedience leads only to
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continued dependence on the person to whom the child learns to be obedient."

It is not sufficent that a behaviour be named; some criteria for evaluating

whether the behaviour has been satisfactorily accomplished must be established,

and agreed upon by teacher and student. For example, a teacher may want a

particular student to read and demonstrate understanding of five pages in his

reading book; the behavioural objective (behaviour A) will be: "Curtis will

read five pages in On These Streets, and answer all the questions on page 6."

The criteria by which the child's performance is evaluated will be the number

of correct responses to the comprehension questions. Often the teacher will

evaluate the student's Performance herself, but sometimes she may permit a
7

student to act as "criteria monitor". Serving as criteria monitor for a

fixed amount of time may, in fact, be a reward for good performance for cer-

tain students. Once behaviour A and the evaluating criteria are set, the

reward (a concrete reinforcer or behaviour B) must be determined. Two types

of reinforcing events may be used. An opportunity to work in a more riesirable

academic area may reward work in a less desirable subject (i.e. When Curtis

finishes his reading assignment, he may work with arithmetic puzzles for ten

minutes.). The reinforcement may, on the other hand, be something that is

purely entertaining (playing with toys, going to the gym, watching a movie).

From the educational point of view the former type of reward may be most

desirable because both behaviour A and behaviour B further educational goals.

What is most important, however, is that the reinforcer actually be experienced

as a favourable consequence by the child, one that makes the low probability

behaviour (LPB or behaviour A) worth doing. It is essential that the reward

and amount of reward be clearly designated in advance (i.e. five minutes free

play, six candies, etc.), and it is equally essential that the reward be

commensurate with the behaviour situation.
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Harless and Lineberry (1971) point out that in order for

contingency management to be effective certain principles must be adhered

to. The environment is arranged in such a way as to insure that the reward

is contingent upon the behaviour and cannot be easily obtained in any other

.day. Secondly, access to the reward should follow immediately once the

behaviour A is performed. They suggest, in addition, that greater success

yill be obtained if rewards are given frequently, so that,

...a 60-minute class period consisting of four
10-minute LPB (low probability behaviours or
i)uhaviour A) periods; each followed by a 5-
minute HPB (high probability behaviour or reward)
period, would prove more effective than a 40-
minute LPB period followed by a 20-minute HPB
period.

While the establishment of contingency contracts may be useful

fo: directing the behaviours of one or two especially difficult students,

the system may b% applied to an entire class, and may provide the on-going

.,-..tructure for that class.

Contingency contracts have been presented as means by which

Appropriate classroom responses may be encouraged, or increased. It

shquld be noted here that there is ample evidence that the contingency

management systems can work to effectively decrease disruptive behaviours,

when the rewards are made contingent upon the absence of that undesirable

response. For example, instead of contracting that John will earn a cer-

tain reward if he completes a mathematics assignment, the contract could

specify that John will earn a certain reward if he does mot interrupt his

teacher for ten minutes.
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While other educational theorists will debate the extent to

which students should be involved in the formulation of class rules,

practitioners of behaviour modification are concerned primarily with

the precision with which rules spell out appropriate behaviours. Signs

prohibiting certain actions (i.e. "We don't make noise in the hall.

We don't chew gum in school.") area coimnon sight on classroom walls.

So too are posters that declare desirable attitudes (i.e. "We respect

the property of others. We cooperate with our teacher and our class-

mates.") But what, ask the behaviourists, are the students actually

expected to do? In the first instance they are told what not to do;

in the second they are given vague instructions which are subject to

wide interpretation and thus great misunderstanding. Therefore, in

place of such prohibitions and vagueries it is recommended that rules

be extremeiy precise statements of the behaviours that are required.

By specifying them in this way it is a simple matter to determine if

a rule has been followed, and reward earned, or if one has been broken.

"ae don't make noise in the hall" is converted to the positive, "When

we are in the hall, we always whisper". Statements of appropriate

attitude are converted to statements of appropriate, observable

behaviours: "We ask permission before we borrow something, that belongs

to another person. We always return what we have borrowed, as soon as

we are finished with it."

Explicit rules will not suffice to change the behaviour of

all disruptive students (Madsen, et al, 1968, etc.) but they help many

children to understand what is expected of them.
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"Cleat specification of rules is also an aid to classrooms
where there is a great deal of change in the types of
behaviour expected from one activity to another. Not only
do rules help a teacher to shift the kinds of classroom
activities with ease, but allowing and expecting different
behaviours during different lessons is probably good
training for children ... a dhild whose teacher expects
and receives varying.behaviours.in different lessons is
learning the type of self-control that will give him the
greatest freedom and flexibility in the future." (O'Leary,

1972, p. 31)

Explicil- rules should be coupled with clear consequences. *Madsen,

Becker and Thomas (1968) experimented to determine in what situations specifi-

cation of rules effectively contributed to improved classroom order. They

found that specifying rules or ignoring disruptive behaviours alone had no

significant effect on dhe level of disruptive behaviour in 2nd and 3rd grade

classes. When teachers specified rules and in addition ignored disruptive

behaviours the level of disruptive behaviours act!lally increased. However,

when rules were specified, inappropriate.behm,iours were ignored and appro-

priate behaviours Were praised, the average incidence of disrive behaviours

decreased significantly.

Earlier in this discussion the notion that undesirabe ',..ehaviours

are reduced or eliminated by consistent non-reinforcement was introduced.

Learning theorists distinguish between non-reinforcementf which is the act -

of ignoring a behaviour and withholding reinforce/4, and punishment, which

is the application of negative consequentes 'to a specific action. Chapter

4 presents a closer look at current-attitudes towards the use of punishment

in the schools. It is warranted here, however, that attention be given to

two means for withholding reinforcement that are recommended by behaviourists.

Contingency management systemo have built into them opportunities for removing

a child from a situation where reinforcement is possible. If students are

involved in contracts that earn them the right to rewards, they may be removed
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to a "time-out room" or "time-out seat" in their classroom, where they are

not afforded the opportunity to work for any more rewards. Time-out rooms

are especially desirable because they allow the student to be moved to a

place where the attention of other students is not available as a reinforce-

ment. Ideally the room would be bare, and removal to that room would be

for no longer than 15 to 20 minutes. Dollar (1972) sets this time limit

beacause, "...After about 20 minutes the child typically begins to rationa-

lize his behaviour (blame the teacher) and fantasize aggression toward her."

It is most important that the child know precisely which behaviour has

resulted in this time-out placement, because too often inappropriate

behaviour stems from genuine confusion about what is acceptable and what

is not. When a time-out room is not feasible, a time-out seat in the class-

room may be so situated that only the misbehaving student is allowed in the

'area, and so that the area serves this purpose alone.

Learning theorists agree that time-out methods will effectively

suppress a response only temporarily. If the desire is to eliminate a

behaviour completely, it is necessary that the child be given an opportunity

to learn in its place a new behaviour that is appropriate and that will win

him whatever reinforcement he gained by the misbehaviour. For example if

the undesirable behaviour of cheating has been reinforced whenever the child

received a better grade, then behaviours which lead to better grades, such

as improved study habits, should be reinforced. Learning theorists carry

the idea of replacing an undesirable behaviour with a more desirable one

one step further when they suggest it is advisable to introduce (i.e. shape)

into the student's behavioural repertoire a behaviour which can be rewarded
-

and which is incompatible with the undesirable response; th.at is, one which

cannot be done if the other is. For example, if a student is inattentive
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during a lesson, then he should be rewarded for attentiveness. He cannot be

inattentive and attentive at the same time, and he learns that.only attentive-

ness will win him a reward.

At this time nearly every publication that is concerned with any

aspect of voluntary human behaviour will contain at least one article review-

ing some application of behaviour modification techniques. Descriptions like

the following are common:

...En one particularly disruptive class of 18 3rd and

4th grade children in an inner-city area, teachers noted

that in almost any given 20 minute period every child in

the class has been struck oe touched by another pupil at

least once. Only 50% to 60% of class time was actually

spent on school work. The rest was wasted trying, and

many times failing, to maintain order. Disruptive move-

ments by pupils exceeded hand raising by 100%. So the

teacher used a form of behaviour modification that not

only praised good behaviour but also involved a system

of token rewards, whereby good behaviour earned "points",

which could be accumulated and turned in for tangible

rewards... Time spent on school woTk rose to 80% or

more. Raising h:nds to answer questions generally took

the place of disruptive movement. Teacher control took

a quick turn for the better as deviant behaviour decreased

markedly. (Jones, 1973, p. 29)

That some teachers already operate according to the principles made

formal through behaviour modification has been demonstrated by Thomas and

otners (1968). A teacher who had a well-behaved class of 28 children from

middle-class homes was asked "to withdraw the praise and approval she

customarily gave and to increase the frequency of her disapproving of certain

of her student's behaviours, by.scolding, threatening and raising her voice."

Under these new circumstances the incidence of disruptive behaviour in her

classroom rose greatly. When the teacher resumed her pre-experimental con-

trol methods of praise and approval the disruptive behaviour returned to its

original low level.
28
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The literature seems endlessly filled with accounts of behaviour

modification applied to generally negative behayiours, such as talking out,

stealing, inattention, temper tantrums and physical aggression, to fairly

innocuous behaviours as thumhsucking and poor posture, and modification to

increase such desirable responses as promptness, participation in class

activities, and self-dressing. The method has been recognized as generally

effective in instances of changing specific behaviours. Some of the limita-

ns of the method have included the fact that only specific behaviours are

effected, leaving general attitudes of non-compliance, for example., unchanged.

Another methodological limitation is demonstrated each time the reversal of

cintingencies design is employed. That is, behaviour will be controlled

only so long as the application of reinforcement techniques is employed.

There is little evidence to show that these changes in behaviour can be

susLained in a system where no systematid applidation of reinforcement is

made. Yet iF the teacher needs to find solutions to specific behaviour

management problems in her classroom there is no disputing that behaviour

modification techniques may be effective. The degree of effectiveness will

he influenced hy how well the teacher understands the following principles:

1. Reward and punishment can be.understood only in

terms of the individual student. What is one

student's reward may be another's punishment;
thus, whether the teacher's action is reinfOrcing

or repressive must be determined solely on the basis

of the student's reaction to it. The safest approach

to determining rewards and punishments is to view
each individual as unique.

2 Each teacher has an undetermined value as a
potential reinforcing agent for each student

in her class. This value is assigned initially
by the student on the basis of past experiences,

but this value is increased or decreased by the

teacher's actions. One of a teacher's objectives
should be to develop a sound relationship with

each child in the class in order to enhance his

potential for influencing a student's behaviour.
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3. Extinction of behavioural responses is a lengthy
process and it is often difficult to determine
when a response has been completely extinguished.
An accurate representation of the way in which a
student will react in a given situation must be
made in terms of probability rather than in flat
statements. Simply, then, a student may not be-
have in exactly the same way each time he encounters
a similar situation.

4. The teacher is only one of a group of people who
serve as reinforcing agents in the student's life.
In order to facilitate the development of desired
behaviour, the teacher may have to enlist the
support of one or more of these change agents in
the process.

5. When a student is not rewarded for adaptive
behaviour maladaptive behaviour will dominate
and will be utilized to obtain reinforcement.

6. Since reward is the basic unit for changing
behaviour, the teacher must learn to use it
effectively. Conversoly,since punishment is
basically ineffective as a means of promoting
new behaviour, the classroom teacher should be
cognizant of its impact and should use it only
as a means of repressing undesirable behaviour,

not as a way of developing new behaviour.

7. The teacher who seeks to develop behaviour in
students should be aWare of his goals and of
the total consequences of the behaviour which
he seeks to establish. Because a teacher labels
behaviour "good" and "bad", this does not neces-
sarily make it so for the student when his total
situation is considered. (Brown, 1971)

The main thrust of criticisns of behaviour modification has been

directed tcwards the ethics of behaviour control, not towards its power to

work. A major philosophical question that underlies the issue is who should

decide what is or is not desirable conduct.

Lindsey and Cunningham (1973) cite the following twelve other

reasons why educators should be cautious before they accept behaviour modi-
,

fication as their answer to behaviour problems in the classroom:
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1. Behaviour modification makes discipline a system
of rewards... Good discipline...is progress toward
mutually established and worthwhile goals.

2. It prepares students for'a non-existent world; to
ignore unacceptable behaviour is to socialize for
an unexisting society.

3. It undermines existing internal control.

4. It is unfair. To refrain from...rewarding
behaviour of some students for fear of weakening
their internal control is to be faced with...
providing rewards only for those without internal
control.

5. It could instruct children to be mercenary. A
system of rewards or punishments or both requires
the teacher to decide how much conformity or non-
conformity is enough.

6. It limits the expression of student discontent.
Unacceptable classroom behaviour is often an
indication that content and methods used in
teaching are inappropriate for the needs of
students.

7. It denies human reasoning. A system of rewards
which would "pay" for acceptable behaviour and
academic effort surrenders the appeal of the
reasonableness of what the child is expected to
do.

8. It teaches action/reaction principles. For

behaviour to be internalized it is best that
it be understood by the individual whose be-
haviour is being changed.

9. It encourages students to "act" as if they are
learning, in order to obtain rewards...causing
the teacher to assume that desired behaviour
patterns are being established.

10. It emphasizes short-range rather than long-
range effects.

11. It would make the student assume a passive role
in his own education (that) could result in
weakening individual motives.

12. It is a totalitarian concept in which the behaviour
shown by an individual is regarded as.more important
than the state of affairs in the individual's life
leading to his behaviour.
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Any modification of, a pupil's behaviour should be directed

towards awakening and maintaining the curiosity of the child. Carter's

(1972) presentation of learning theory principles for application in

the classroom is accompanied by illuStrations of children balancing

apples on their heads. There is some irony in a picture about behaviour

modification in the schools which has trained children balancing the

age-old teacher's reward - the apple. Who is controlling whom? A quiet

assumption underscores the practice of behaviour modification which pre-

sents the human being as a simple machine to be switched on and off at

will. Perhaps this is the sentiment which makes behaviourist models

least appealing to those who hold that the human organism is much more

complex and splendid.
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III. METHODS OF PREVENTION

A. UNDERSTANDING GROUPS

when thirty children are grouped together over a period of time

what emerges is more than a collection of thirty individual patterns of

behaviour. The field of social psychology has,developed, in part, from a

recognition of the fact that groups behave in certain describable and

predictable ways and that by understanding group prcyesses we may be able

to exert some control over behaviours displayed by any group. It is

proposed that groups have needs which are beyond the collection of the

needs of the individuals which comprise it. These needs include the

need for integration and co-operation, security and affiliation, and

status in the larger organization (i.e. of the school). Members of

groups will behave in ways to meet the unsatisfied needs of,their group,

most often totally unconscious that they are serving this function.

Groups are seen as systems which have the ability to regulate themselves

to a great extent. Educators are encouraged to recognize that they have

a responsibility to respond not only to the needs of individual students

but also to the needs of the groups to which students belong. In fact,

it is suggested that in some respects a current emphasis on individualiza-

tion of the school experience thwarts progress towards a more effective

educational system. "A lack in understanding of the effects of the

organization on individuals, and inability to deal with the collective

behaviour of the classroom group, is a major source of teacher ineffective7

ness in achieving desired instructional goals." (Johnson and Bany, 1970

p. 32). The suggestion is made that the functions of the teacher be

divided into two equally important parts. First, as-has always been

recognized, the teacher is responsible for the instruction of students
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in specified subject areas. To a great extent .fulfillment of this function

requires sensitivity to the individual learring needs and styles of children,

and here if anywhere individualization of the school program is justified

and recommended. Yet the group dynamics model refutes the commonly held

assumption that if a teacher excels in designing and implementing an

instructional program, then "behaviour" problems will either not arise at

all, or will at least take care of themselves by simple readjustments in

the instructional design. The position presentee here is that the teacher's

second function is the management task; by this it is meant Chat the teacher

must know how to create and maintain classroom conditions that are conducive

to the smooth functioning of that classroom group, so that in this way

students are enabled to realize instructiOnal ob.;ectives, and behave in

socially approved ways of their awn accord_ It iq held that if the needs

of a classroom group are unsatisfied, the energy af group members will be

spent in efforts to meet those n, .s, always at the expense of fulfilling

individual instructional objecti'_Is. Another way of saying this is that

group needs will always take precedence over private learning task require-

ments, and that the teacher must have gro,..,p management skills so that she

may free her student's energy to deal with the instructional affairs of

the class. While the purest group dynamics adhe.rents do not deny that

"problem children" do exist, whose undesirable behaviour is not an outcome

of group processes alone, many of the mos.:. classroom behaviour

problems are understood as symptoms of dysfunctions of the whole group,

with the individual child acting as agent for the group. Group influence

on individual behaviour may result in one or two children "acting Out"

group sentiment, or misbehaving in response to group pressure or in order

to gain acceptance by the group. Therefore, treatment directed at "curing"
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an individual of a superficial symptom will not effectively "cure" the

situatipn.be.cause the problem exists at the level of the entire group.

in order to intervene successFully the teacher must understand what

group process is at work. Connected to this notion is the idea that

whatever actions a teacher does take to modify the behaviour disorder of

a single child will affect not only her "target" but all the other members

of the group as well.

Johnson and Bany, in their book Classroom Management (1970),

have developed a rigorous application of group dynamics principles to

the classroom, and have suggested ways that teachers may be trained to

facilitate and maintain positive, dynamic, group processes. Their model

will be presented in summary here, along with some of the recommendations

for training teachers in essential skills.

Group cohesiveness is one attribute which has received the

most attention in the theoretical and experimental literature on groups.

Cohesiveness, like glue, is that force which binds. Highly cohesive

groups are characterized by memberships that display strong solidarity

and loyalty, and high attractiveness for members. A synonym for co-

hesivenss is unity. Research on group unity has shown that the more

cohesive the group, the more affected are its members by group decisions,

norms and pressures. It has also been demonstrated that the "cohesiveness

of a group is positively correlated with the perceived attractiveness of

that group for its potential members. A collectiOn of students placed

together because of a common, undesirable trait (i.e. low achievement,

handicaps, or poor behaviour) is likely to be found wanting in cohesiveness

because the children do not regard membership as something to be valued.
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One way to make a group more cohesive then, would be to increase the

attraction of membership. Educators would be cautioned against grouping

children together according to a common undesirable trait. Why strive

to make conditions favourable to a unified group? Divide and conquer

in the classroom, no? According to what research on group dynamics has

discovered, when people are organized into a group, which is unavoidable

in the classroom by definition,.then group processes will obtain. One

fundamental process is that by which a floundering group spends its

energies on trying to right itself. Obviously co-operation is prerequisite

to any satisfactory functioning in a situation where poeple must work to-

gether. Croups lacking unity provide no incentive for co-operation among

its members, and its energy gets directed instead towards the conflicts

among members. Bany and Johnson describe the symptons of a group suffer-

ing a lack of unity:

1. Class split by cliques
2. One or more isolated subgroups
3. Poor communication and a lack of common norns

4. Hostile competition rather than friendly co-operation

5. Some individuals derided by others in the group

6. Tattling, complaining and name calling

7. Frequent Cifsputes, conflicts and inability to play

together
8. Work processes interrupted by complaints and petty

grievances (p. 48)

Subgroupings within a class are not always incompatible with

larger group unity. If several strong cliques develop based on strong

bonds of friendship or common interests there will not be any negative

effect on the classroom group, as long as cliques do not engage in

rivalry or competition for status.
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Experimental work conducted to determine whether external

methods can promote group cohesiveness has resulted in the identification

of the following methods which will serve thib purpose at the beginning

of a school year:

1. Teachers can make favourable appraisals of the
group when this is warranted, and avoid unfavour-

able appraisals. This means that the teacher is
to concentrate on total group behaviour rather

than on the behaviour of individuals. Praise

for one individual carries the implication of '

criticism of others, and works against unity.

2. Teachers can heighten the children's awareness
of the various attractions the class group offers,

and they can dramatize the new and interesting
things they will be learning together.

3. Instructional activity should begin with some
attractive exercise in which the children are
encouraged to work together.

4. The teacher can be certain to stress the satis-

factions that are to be derived from working with

the other children in the class.

5. The group should be told that they are a good

group in specific ways, and their prestige should
be appealed to (i.e. they are in first grade now).

6. The group should be responsible for planning some
phases of their daily activities together.

7. Favourable evaluations of the group from an out-
sider (i.e. the principal, another teacher, a

visitor) should be communicated to the class.

Maintaining group unity requires that the teacher keep herself

aware of how the factors which can adversely affect unity are functioning.

Some of these factors mentioned by Bany and Johnson, which have shown to

decrease the cohesiveness of a group include the establishment of prestige

hierarchies, competitive practices, frustration, and social events outside

the classroom which have carryover effects in the classroom.
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A specific technique recommended for discovering the source of

decreasing group unity is the Reaction Story. Prepared by the teacher in

such a way that it presents a problem similar to one that exists in the

class, the reaction story is left unfinished. It is read to the children

who are then asked to write or discuss the ending. A similar, but more

immediate means by which the teacher can elicit student reaction to dis-

unifying conditions is by having students complete unfinished sentences

that pertain to the specific situation (i.e. "Johnny became angry because

"). The incomplete reaction story and

sentences are recommended for use whenever the teacher is attempting to

gain a better understanding of what is happening to the dynamics of her

group.

Classroom unity is only one of the forces that operates on the

group. Patterns of interaction and communication, group structure, group

goals and control practices are other fact.ors which have been shown to

determine groc? behaviour. 'T:at is important to understand here is that

these forces do not work independently; rather there is interaction among

them. For example, in order for a high. level of unity to develop, channels

for communication among group members must be available, and communication

and interaction must be encouraged. The image of the classroom so arranged

that the only permissible communication or interaction is between teacher

and pupil, and teacher initiated at that, is a precise picture of an

organization diametrically opposed to the realization of unity, or communi-

cation among members. Teachers who wish to promote unity in their class-

-rooms will, therefore provide children with many opportunities to plan

together and work on common tasks.
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One category of tasks that must be carried out if groups are to

function optimally is the establishment of groups standards of conduct.

"A standard is a statement of or commonly accepted understanding of what

is appropriate behaviour in certain specified situations." (Johnson and

Bany, p. 177) Many of the standards operating in the schools are never

stated, but are made visible as soon as they are not upheld. Johnson and

Burly react strongly and negatively to a notion that is in vogue in much

current educacional literature concerning standards of condu,ct. These

authors suggest that the notion that students should be 'allowed and

encouraged to develop their own standards for behaviour in the school is

outright deception. There is a very " )lid core of norms permeating the

educational system" and any suggestion that students will be allowed to

make their own code, independent of the existing norms, "results in making

the decision-making process...a hypocritical, indirect method of coercion."

Johnson and Bany suggest an epd ta the hypocrisy, by actively involving

students in the standard-making and standard-achieving process from an

angle other than the formulating one. Teachers have to comply with school

codes handed down to them from administrations and from years of the cultural

history that have shaped the school. The students must also comply. The

activity that is meaningful here will be to allow cnildren the very real

power of deciding how they will carry out the standards, if they cannot

truly determine the standards for themselves. A seven step process for

effective class participation in standard setting is proposed.

1. Teacher makes a statement of the policy and/or

desired conduct for a specific situation under

consideration.

2. A clarification of the situation which includes

a clear exposition of the factors involved is

made.
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3. Teacher requests some plan of action which will
enable the members of the class to meet the
required conduct.

4. A statement and exploration of the boundary
conditions is made.

5. All suggestions on how to meet the conditions
in the situation are examined.

6. Class members who must carry out the plan are
asked to make a commitment to the selected

action.

7. A daily progress examination is instituted in
order to determine the effectiveness of the

plan.

Boundary conditions are the logical and unavoidable limitations that must

be accounted for by any plan of action designed to meet a standard, or

solve a problem, in general. For example, children may be asked to decide

how they can best move from their classroom to the cafeteria at lunchtime.

One boundary condition is that the class "must work within the established

school policies" - so that if school policy dictates that the class must

move as a group no solution that proposes individual pathways would be

acceptable. Boundary conditions may be less visible than this. If the

great importance of group unity is acknowledged then another boundary

condition would be that no solution should undermine the unity of the

class. "The most common cause of the failure of present educational

approaches to self-discipline and classroom control lies in not considering

all the boundary conditions." (Johnson and Bany, 1970, p. 208) Children,

unaware of all the boundary conditions that must be satisfied, may arrive

at solutions doomed to failure when they are given opportunities for self-

direction. Experiences of failure are difficult for the most cohesive

groups to accommodate. Groups without a very, strong sense of cohesion to

begin with will be most adversely affected by failure experiences.
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The seven steps for standard setting procedures listed above can

be generalized zo apply to many other situations where children cannot decide

what they will do but can be allowed to determine how they will do whatever

is required. The teacher's role as director of problem-solving sessions

becomes most important. In addition to being a means by which they may

.ellcit from their students'commitments to certain desirable actions, problem

solving is a process which in its own right can help to unify the group. In

orck:r for this end to be achieved, however, the teacher must be skillful, and

beyond this she must truly believe that children are capable of finding solu-

tions to their own problems. The benefits of problem-solving activities in

the classroom are totally lost when the teacher does not fully intend to

allow the students to make and carry out significant decisions. Problems

that: really only have one solution are better left to be solved by the teacher,

because no real evaluative decision-making practice.(can be effected.

Problem-solving is not the endless cycle of holding votes by which

students choose to do one thing or another. Rather it is a process of

"resolving differences, reaching solutions, or discovering sources of diffi-

culties. It is a method of reaching agreements. This means that there must

he interaction, discussion, and testing of the effectiveness of the solution

against how it operates in actual practices. Voting merely creates additional

problems by splitting the group into winning and losing factions" (p. 230).

Bany and Johnson put forth the following activities as the substance of

).roblem-solving process:

1. Giving attention to situations affecting conditions

in the classroom.

2. Formulating a problem statement from which a solution

may be derived.

3. Developing statements or questions which will draw
out the data desired.
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4. Building into the solution the action needed to
carry it out.

5. Testing the effectiveness of the solution against
the course of events which follow. (p. 232)

Formulating the problem statement for presentation to the class

first of all necessitates that the teacher have a clear picture of the

situation and the problem before the class is called together. The situa-

tion in need of correction must be specifically identified for the students

close to the outset of the problem-solving session, so that energy may be

constructively directed at finding solutions. That energy gets dissipated

if the problem is so vaguely defined that not everyone is working on the

same thing. In addition, the problem must be conceived in terns that do not

place blame on the group or on members of the group. Blame-placing is

threatening and most likely to elicit defensive rather than constructive

reactions. Co-operation which is essential for successful problem-solving

is unlikely when students feel threatened. Problems should be formulated

in terms of unsatisfactory situations which can be corrected, rather than

unsatisfactory students requiring correction (or punishment).

Sometimes it will be impossible for a group to reach agreement.

Limited experience with sharing responsibility for decisions can make students

anxious or skeptical when they are suddenly permitted such self-determination.

They may not have the skills needed for such participation. When a group can-

not reach agreement there are six procedures recommended by Johnson and Bany

that will aid teachers in "developing the skills necessary for handling (such)

situations." These procednres need not necessarily be employed sequentially.

Every situation must be examined individually in order to determine what steps

are warranted and are likely to be effective.
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1. List the points of agreement. When teachers list
the points of agreement the group sees they are
not as far apart as it seems.

2. Summarize points of disagreement. Stumbling blocks

are pinpointed.

3. Clarify points of view. Give children who have
been dissenting with the majority point of view
the opportunity to explain their positions and
why they feel the way they do.

4. Ask for agreement on several plans of action. If

it still appears that agreement cannot be reached
the group may be asked if they are willing to try
the suggested plans of action, giving each an
honest try in turn.

5. Present as a new problem the failure to agree.

6. Withdraw the problem until the group wishes to
reinstate it. This may be a necessary procedure
if some children continue to reject all plans
but their own. Continued discussion in this case
may cause the majority of group members to reject
these individuals and split the group to the
extent that group unity is seriously jeopardized.

Sometimes a classroom is disordered by a firmly established pattern

of behaviour unconducive to meeting the instructional objectives. There may

be a general tendency for inappropiate conduct when preparing for or changing

activities, or when engaging in committee work. When firmly established

patterns of group behaviour are undesirable it is necessary to modify the

problemsolving technique in such a way that the process is directed towards

the acceptance and implementation of a predetermined goal. In .this case the

teacher recognizes a need for a different pattern of conduct, and she must

"sell" the group on this new pattern. Certain research findings should be

taken into consideration by any teacher planning to initiate changes in

group patterns. The following summary provided by Johnson and Bany is most

useful presentation of these research results:
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1. Unity, cohesiveness, and satisfaction with the group
is an important Cactor influencing the willingness of

a group to change its behaviour.

a) It has been found repeatedly that the more cohesive

the group is, the greater the readiness of members
to attempt ho influence others to make desired
changes in behaviour.

b) The more satisfied individuals are with their groups,

.

and the more attractive it is, the more influence the
group can exert to make desired changes.

2. In attempts to change a certain specific type of behaviour,

the more relevant the new type of behaviour is to the
attractiveness of the group, the greater will be the
influence in the group to change.

a) This means that the change the teacher desires must
be made attractive to the group, i.e. it must be

perceived by the group as adding to the status of

the group.

b) If the group members feel their class is considered

"inferior" or "not so good" by the teacher, then
children in these low-rated groups lose some (or

much) of their self-confidence and personal esteem.

c) Down-graded groups (groups which have not had
positive appraisals) or those groups which per-
ceive themselves as such, contain disappointed
and frustrated children. These children often
reject behaviour patterns which conform to what

the teacher and school desire.

3. Change in an established pattern of behaviour cannot be

brought about by trying tO influence popular group leaders.

a) Considerable evidence has been accumulated through
research showing the tremendous pressures which groups
can exert upon members to conform to-the group's stan-

dard way of behaving.

b) The price of deviation in most groups is rejection or

even expulsion. If the child really wants to belong
and to be accepted, he cannot withstand this type of

pressure. He will "go along" with the group even
though he suffers teacher disapproval.
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c) Evidence has been obtained that shows the
popular boys exhibit greater resistance
against influence directed against the
existing group's ways of behaving than do
less popular boys.

d) Individually powerful children, when intro-
duced into earlier formed groups, are unable
to abolish or run counter to group standards
or ways of behaving that have already been
established.

e) Evidence indicates that once a group establishes
its own patterdfor behaVing in a particular
situation, status individuals or popular or
powerful individuals will be more conforming
to this pattern. Therefore, methods which
attempt to change group behaviour through
popular persons are completely ineffective.

4. The patterns of control used daily with the children
in the classroom are an important factor relating to
success in creating change.

a) If authoritarian practices have been the general
rule, then a switch to participative practices
will be suspected by the group.

b) If communication in the class has been severely
curtailed, or if a status hierarchy has been
imposed and maintained in the group, any planned
change in behaviour will be extremely difficult
to execute.

c) If pupil leaders have been appointed to maintain
controls, group co-operation undoubtedly is low
and change in behaviour will be difficult to

achieve.

With these empirically demonstrated facts in mind, the teacher can attempt to

initiate a change process in her classroom. She will not present the need for

change in such a way that destroys group unity, but instead she will appeal to

the "vanity" of the group by suggesting that the change will in some way

enhance its attractiveness. She will not attempt to bring about the change by

persuading or coercing group leaders because she recognizes that this is an

ineffective method. She will not, finally, expect to be able to achieve

favourable results by participatory dicision-making if she has already

established an authoritarian climate in the classroom, or if she has actually

already decided how to solve the specific problem.
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The first phase of the change process distinguishes it from pure

problem solving in that in pure problem solving there is no "answer" towards

which the group is directed. The pattern-changing process, in contrast,

requires that the group be lead to an acceptance of an acceptable alternative

to their pattern. The alternative is not left up to their choice. What they

must decide is how to accomplish the prescribed alternative. The first steps

of the change process include the presentation'of the need for change to the

group, and thi specification of the undesirable and desirable behaviours.

The most difficult part of the change task for the teacher is to create an

awareness in the group for a need to change, parallel to her own awareness.

The group must believe that to change is to the advantage of the group.

Once such an understanding is accomplished the process proceeds in a manner

resembling.any problem-solving procedure. Students are given the opportunity

to suggest ways the new behaviour may be established. A plan of action is

agreed upon by group members, and a commitment to dnat plan of action by

members is called for. Once the new behaviour has been put into effect it

is crucial that the group receive positive appraisals lor their efforts, and

that opportunities for evaluating the effects of the change be provided.

To summarize the group dynamics position on classroom behaviour,

the most important thing for educators to realize is that individual children

are members of a large number of formal and informal groups. When they are

in the classroom the group that most profoundly affects their conduct is the

classroom group. The effects of group membership may be deemed desirable or

undesirable by the classroom teacher, and to a great extent the desirability

of the group-shaped conduct that is displayed in the classroom depends on the

teacher's ability to facilitate and maintain smooth group functioning. Needs

of the group will always take priority in the .classroom, and individual children
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who appear to deviate may be doing so, in order that certain needs of the

group be satisfied. The children themselves, will often be unaware of the

way they are being influenced by the group process, but that influence is

strong nevertheless. It can serve no positive end for the teacher to try

co "divide and conquer". She may achieve surface submission and compliance,

but she will not in this way be able to direct the children towards the

fuLfillment oE their individual potentials. Administrators should under-

stand that teachers have never been trained in group management skills,

and that to supportany efforts to attain these skills in the long run

prove verY positive and valuable for teachers who may excell in their

instructional tasks but be found to be lacking in competenceln this other

vital area.
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B. GLASSER AND SCHOOLS WITHOUT FAILURES

Psychiatrist William Glasser is a critic of the North American

school systems who believes that the schools create many of their own

problems, including those of a disciplinary nature. The content of the

curriculum, the learning tasks imposed on pupils, and the human relation-

ships shaped and dictated by current educational structures exert great

and often negative influence on school children who are involved in the

critical.process of forming se-df-identities. Glasser speaks of "success

and failure identities" which, once formed, limit the experience any

individival is likely to have. Success identities prophesy success,

failure breeds more failure. His recommendations for revisions of the

school system are directed at eliminating those practices which insure

that some children will fail (i.e. grading practices) and also at

establishing new roads by which all children may experience success and

the fulfillment of basic needs that presently are ignored by the schools.

Unless the .formation of failure identities is slowed down, Glasser suggests,

society will always have to cope with desperately unhappy, uncooperative

individuals, and schools will always have "problem children" who make the

teacher's job impossible. The real problem, at the most fundamental level,

is failure.

At the core of Glasser's recommendations is a theory of human

needs which posits that every human being is driven to satisfy a need for

love (to give and receive it) and a need for a sense of worth. The sense

of worth is presumed to be built upon the acquisition of knowledge and the

development of the ability to think. The_rgSponsibility of the schools for

imparting knowledge and teaching thinkini has hardly ever,been denied. It
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,

is less well appreciated that the s dhools have any responsibility for meet-

ing the love needs of the children. Yet the presence of affection-starved

children in every classroom is a reality that most teachers have faced year

after year. "To say that helping to fulfill the need for love is not a

school function is tantamount to saying that children who don't succeed in

giving and receiving desperately needed affection at home or in their

community (outside of school) will have little chance to do so." According

to Glasser,people arrive at success or failure identities as a result of

their experiences with love and worth in the formative first ten years of

life. Inability to satisfy these needs causes the development of all kinds

of social-emotional disorders, manifested in the classroom by behaviours

ranging from aggresive delinquency to hopeless withdrawal. A longitudinal

study conducted by Feldhusen and others (1971) confirms the hypothesis that

those children who in elementary school exhibit poor social adjustment and

patterns of aggresive/disruptive behaviour are more likely than others to

engage in delinquent behaviours in their communities as adolescents and

adults. It is suggested that in order to slow down the production of

unhappy adults steps must be taken to promote success identities among

children, and this can to a great degree be accomplished by the schools.

The lack of love and worth produces a lonely individual. Glasser's

remedy for loneliness is to provide that person with an opportunity for

responsible involvement with other persons, especially "successful" others.

His practice of reality therapy centres around a warm, supportive, involved

relationship between patient and therapist through which the patient is able

to begin to satisfy his love and worth needs. In much the same way, ''when

students are involved with responsible teachers who have success identities

4 9
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and can fulfill their own needs, the students are in a position to fulfill

their own needs." Classrooms have the further potential for providing

opportunities for involvement with other members of the class, thus

extending the network of involved relationships for any child. While

Glasser maintains a focus on the significant needs of the individual, he

sees great value in using the classroom group as a force that can help to

build individual positive identities. The essence of the relationship

between students is to be one of social responsibility. The classroom

meetings he recommends are a primary source for the establishment of that

relationship. It is interesting to note that although Glasser does not

actively employ any of the group behaviour principles gleaned by social

psychologists in constructing his model, he arrives at many of the same

conclusions and recommendations as proposed by that other group of

psychologists.

The specific application of reality therapy in the classroom

depends first upon the formation of a close relationship between student

and teacher, one in which the student may identify with the teacher, who

in turn is warm, supportive and non-judgmental. It is the teacher's

task to lead the child to an awareness that he alone is responsible for

his own actions; moreover, the child must recognize that his own actions

are causing his failures. Like the behaviourist position, it is held that

the only meaningful place to start in the change process is with the

current behaviour exhibited by the individual. Glasser is emphatic in

pointing out that children should not have to continue bearing the burden

of past failures. Records of failures follow students about like ghosts,

setting up conditions that only enhance the probability that they will

fail again and serving no positive end. Negative records, then, should
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be done away with. It is more difficult to eliminate the kind of communica-

tion that goes on between teachers as they caution one another about the

students they pass on. Yet the effects of teachers expectations on

students' performance have been so well demonstrated by Rosenthal (1968),

and others that this is an area that should be of great concern to

educators. If a teacher expects the worst she is likely to receive no

better. In the reality therapy model is it not the teacher's job to tell

the student that he is behaving badly? No real change in behaviour will

occur unless the child judges for himself that his actions are nrcFJ: p'rofit-

ab1e. Thus the teacher's task is to provide the child with as meay

opportunities to make that judgement as it takes until he does so. She

will ask him, "What are you doing? Is that a good thing to do? Does it

help you, or me (the teacher) or the others in the class?" Until the child

recognizes that his actions are undesirable he must experience the negative

consequences of them. Glasser does not propose, as many misinterpret him

too,that the world be manipulated for the student so that he is spared any

negative experiences. In fact, the child will learn only from those

2xperiences that he must find a more desirable of action. At the

point that the child judges that his own actions are no longer best, the

teacher helps him to find a more desirable course. Often children are

unable to see alternatives at first - indeed, if one had seemed available

it might have been tried. In this case the teacher must involve herself

with the student to help him devise a plan of action by which he can desist

from the misbehaviour and engage in a more desirable one. Once the plan is

established the child must commit himself to it. "The keystone of reality

therapy is that when a child makes a value judgement ari a commitment to

change hib behaviour, no excuse is acceptable for not following through."

5 1
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A child who does not follow through must thensuffer the consequences of

breaking his commitment; Glasser recommends that this be his exclusion

from the class only until that time when he is ready to propose a plan for

returning and state his commitment to stick to that plan. A truly

involved, caring teacher will not accept excuses for breaking the commit-

ment; to do so would be to sever the important student-teacher bond of

responsible involvement. Rather the teacher will work with the child,

"again end ai.n, as he commits and recommits until finally he learns to

commitment. When he learns to do so, he is no longer lonely;

he gains maturity, respect, love, and a successful identity."

The application of reality therapy principles in the school is

a specific recommendation for dealing with classroom behaviour problems'.

Glasser is quick to point out, however, that many problems would be

eliminated altogether if the curriculum were revised in order to permit

students to succeed instead of fail. Two aspects of current curriculum

under strongest attack are the demand the children memorize right answers

instead of think creatively and the irrelevance of subject material that

is presented to the children. It is proposed that pre-school children

delight in using their brains to solve problems related to their lives.

When they arrive in first grade they are suddenly required to "use their

brains mostly for commiting facts to memory rather than expressing their

interests or ideas or solving problems." Where parent pressure to succeed in

school is strong and where supportive reassurance that the child is capable

comes with that pressure, some children are able to "survive this shock",

but where parental involvement is not of that sort children begin to

fail. Glasser rejects memory education not only because it starts many

children on the road to failure, but also because he sees the memory

function as a less important_ capability of the human brain than creative
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thinking. What is more,

Merely retaining knowledge, without using it
to solve the problems relevant to oneself and
to society, precludes extensive involvement
with other people and with the world...
emphasizes isolation rather than cooperation
and involvement.., children seeking right
answers tend to become more isolated.

The pressure for memorization makes education dreary and dif-

ficult. Beyond this, the subject matter which is the stuff of memoriza-

tion is irrelevant to the lives of the children, or at least the

relevance is not demonstrated. Glasser held a classroom meeting with

fifth grade children, and tried to direct the students to a consideration

of why they studied Roman numerals. He was disturbed, but not surprised,

to find that none of the students could find any reason for studying that

subject. "We cannot depend upon the natural curiosity of children to

bridge the relevance gap because too often it fails to do so, especially

among children whose backgrounds and interests are different from those

of their teachers." It is mistaken to assume that a student will see the

relevance of a subject if the teacher does. Relevance must be taught.

In summary Glasser proposes that education be designed to

engage students in thinking about relevant subjects. A method by which

this is accomplished is the classroom meetings which he advocates. A

regular part of the instructional program where the teacher leads the

whole class in "non-judgemental discussion about what is important and

relevant to them," the most important concept behind the classroom meeting

is that it provides all students with opportunities to express their

thoughts without the risk of being "incorrect". Three types of meetings

are proposed, each conducted in the same non-judgemental manner, but

each directed towards somewhat different goals.
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Social-problem-solving meetings give the class group a chance to

discuss and work out the problems of the group members or group as a whole

that arise in their school or personal lives. Any subject of importance

to the class or members, therefore, may be introduced. If the entire

school is, as Glasser strongly recommends, involved in the regular use of

classroom meetings, subjects for discussion can "be introduced in any class

by any student or any teacher". Thus by opening the channels of communica-

tion within the school as a whole, classroom meetings provide for that

essential conditions necessary for whole school cohesiveness as suggested

by Johnson and Bany. The discussion is problem-centred; that is, no student

becomes the target of criticism, but a troublesome situation which may

involve a specific student is considered . While the goal is to help

students find better ways to behave, solutions never include punishment or

fault-finding. The teacher is careful to refrain from being judgemental,

although members of the class are encouraged to be involved in helping one

another judge appropriate or inappropriate behaviours. Glasser reports

that this type of meeting, used regularly, is one very effective way for

dealing with the behaviour disturbances that arise in the classroom. Two

fighting students may be asked if their dispute can be resolved in the

next classroom meeting. The involvement of a network of caring students

meets important basic individual needs of the children. "They learn that

their peers care about them. They learn to solve the problems of their

world."

Glasser has found that two other types of meetings are equally

likely to have positive effects on classroom discipline. Open-ended

meetings are the type he recommends be used most often. Here children

are encouraged to discuss any "thought-provoking question related to their
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lives or to the curriculum of the classroom." The role of the teacher

who directs these meetings is to stimulate the children to think and

relate what they know to the discussion. Children must be free from the

fear of their ideas being competitively evaluated. Educational-diagnostic

meetings are directly related to what the class is studying and allow the

teacher to evaluate whether her instructional objectives are truly being

met by her techniques. Too often tests of what students have taken from

instruction rely on memory retrieval and give no other indication of how

the material is being assimilated by the child. Glasser gives the

example of a meeting where his goal was to see if students had understood

th2 implications of the Constitution they had been studying in class.

His first question, "what is the Constitution" was met with great student

confusion, until finally they were able to conclude only that the

Constitution was "something they studied in their book". This type of

response, and the responses that followed made it clear that studenls were

not able to make connections between what they had read, and memorized

and how the Constitution applied to them. If data storage in the mind's

memory bank is the sole aim of an instructional program then the usual

procedures for evaluating teacher effectiveness, such as objective examina-

tions, may suffice. If the goal is to enable students to make use and

sense of what they are learning then this type of diagnostic meeting may

serve an important function for the teacher. As well, both the open-

ended and educatiooal-diagnosticmeetings permit students extended, and

regular opportunities to chink about ideas that are relevant to their

lives, in non-judgemental circumstances. Experiencing success, satisfaction

and acceptance in these meetings may significantly reduce the frustraticin

students might otherwise feel, which in turn would reduce frustration caused

inappropriate school conduct.
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The success of classroom meetings depend to a large extent on

the teacher's skill in conducting them. Her skill, in turn, will largely

be determined by the degree of support she receives from the school

administration when she establishes this program. Administrators who do

not see that classroom meetings can be valuable will not endorse devoting

30 to 45 minutes each day (which is what is most recommended) to the

process. Further, if teachers are to develop group leading skills they

will need to see models. Glasser recommends that classroom meetings be

instituted on a school wide basis when possible, although no teacher

should be pressured into adopting the procedure. He proposes that faculty

meetings be held weekly, during the normal school day (releasing the

cnildren early), so that experienced' group leaders can demonstrate

effective techniques, and so that model classes can be presented to

interested teachers. When there are no teachers in the school who have

developed the skills Glasser suggests that the principal involve himself

directly; he may find a way to observe and practice meeting leadership

techniques, and then he may form a regular classroom meeting group within

his school to serve as a model. Glasser specifically recommends that the

training necessary as background for the implementation of this program

be conducted during regular school hours because the extra burden of after-

school hours would be sufficient to discourage many well intentioned teachers

from trying the innovatiov.

There are two other recommendations that Glasser.makes regarding

ways to increase success experiences of school children that will be men-

tioned briefly here. The first is the strong recommendation that students

be grouped only according to age, and not according to measured ability.

The practice of homogeneous grouping by ability leads those low-grouped

children immediately to the formation of failure identities. An extension
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of this notion is that teachers should avoid ability groupings within their

classes, even when their classes are heterogeneous, for the same reason.

The suggestion that "low" groups will have adverse effects on members is

similarly made earlier by Johnson and Bany, using a group dynamics approach.

Their explanation is that membership in such a group will not have positive

value, and thus the groups will be divisive instead of cohesive and

probably behave in undesirable ways. Glasser's second recommendation is

that the current grading practices, whereby students are awarded grades

ranging from A to F be replaced with a system that does not mark students

with failure. Report cards sent to parents should not label children as

failures, because this practice is likely to win them only more discouraging

experiences on the home-front. It is suggested that children in the

elementary grades move from one grade to another each year, without leaving

any back because of failure, Reports sent home to parents emphasize, in

narrative form, what the child is doing and where he needs to improve.

Always the report is stated in positive terms, for example:

Mathematics: Susan's skill in addition, subtraction and
multiplication is adequate. She is becoming more inde-
pendent in regrouping in subtraction problems. She needs

to review her multiplication facts in order to maintain

these skills. She needs much teacher support and encouragement.

This type of report suggested here required much more depth thinking about

the children on the part of the teacher than do superficial grade ratings.

In secondary school students are passed with a grade of (P) when

they have achieved the standards set by the teacher. No one fails, and no

record is kept of a student having attempted a course which he did not

receive a P for. Students are allowed to repeat courses if they wish to,

and receive the grade P if on the second time around they meet those

standards. This system eliminates the undesirable effects of systems that

include meaningless middle grades (C and D) and destructive failing F's.
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Using a system that does not contain failure, students
are encouraged to try hard courses. Education is thus

expanded. A student need not drop a course because he
fears a low grade. Even if he does not pass he can con-
tinue through the rest of the semester to assimilate a
certain amount of skill and knowledge, perhaps enough
to allow him to pass the second time if he tries the

course again.

He suggests a system in which students can try for one

Superior grade each term. To earn an S the student does extra,

superior school work on his own, in one particular area only. Final

evaluation is made by the teacher, and if judged superior the grade of

S is given in that one subject. An S requires "enough work so that

students are satisfied to work for an S in one area each semester rather

than the present meaningless comietition for many A's" which are usually

the rewards given for excellence in memorization and little more.

Glasser presents the position that educators make their own

problems by adhering to practices which create failure identities in

students. The hurt and frustration of failing leads students to act out

disruptively or withdraw so completely that no simple or complicated

teacher techniques will really change the situation. His recommendations

basically are for the adoption of practices that will lead students to the

formation of success identities, the accomplishment of which will eliminate

the needs for destructive conduct.
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C. DREIKURS AND LOGICAL CONSEQUENCES*

Glasser's approach to behavioural change differs from-that of the

behaviourists mainly in the assumption that the teacher or therapist must

understand the inner drives and needs of an individual in order to work to-

wards change. Another "humanistic" approach to the task of changing inappro-

priate responses of children to appropriate ones is that of Rudolf Dreikurs

who has applied the principles of personality developed by psychologist

Alfred Adler to the classroom.. A brief presentation of some of dhose

principles will be followed by an examination of the main points of Dreikurs'

syst-m which is commonly referred to as the system of logical consequences.

The first assumptionmade by Adler, and hence Dreikurs, is that all

human behaviour is purposive and directed towards achieving a goal. One must

know which goal a person is working towards in order to understand the person's

behaviour. Behaviour is often inappropriate because people do not always know

how best to act in order .to realize their goals. People attach private mean-

ings to situations based on past experiences in apparently similar situations,

but because they never have full command of all the relevant facts, their

picture of any given situation is incomplete and their interpretation is

biased. An example given by Dreikurs is that of the small child who inter-

prets his father's going off on an extended business trip as a rejection of

him. If that notion was incorporated into the child's picture of how the

world operates, with enough strength, the results would be an adulz..., years

later, whose interpretation of certain situations would be much lesS than

accurate.

Logical Consequences: A New Approach to Discipline, New York: Hawthorn
Books, Inc., 1968.
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Always, it is suggested, people operate on the basis of partial

information interpreted subjectively, and organized into concepts which

take on "reality" for the individual who holds them. Adults are capable

oE making connections between assumptions and concepts in advance of their

actions, so that they may weigh the consequences of their decisions in

advance. Cognitive psychologists have recently constructed a model of how

the human develops which differentiates' child from adults by the amount of

information each is able to deal with at any one time. While adults can

hold several bits of information (or pieces of evidence) simultaneously

as the basis for a decision, the child is able to hold few and therefore

he is more inclined than the adult to make mistaken judgments about the

most appropriate action in order to achieve a goal.

Adlr proposes that the final goal towards which all humans

ultimately strive is superiority which is intended to mean full self-

realization, or a fee.:;ng of completion, rather daan superiority in the

competi;:ive sense. Individuals are driven to complete themselves. (In

fact competitiveness is the least effective means of self-completion

according to this theory, because man is a social creature who needs to

attain a secure position in his social group in order to feel complete.)

Adler posits that man is ..herefore most strongly motivated to "belong".

At one end of a continuum of personality adjustment is the individual

who [eels secure in himself and accepted by his group, and at the other

end is th,e individual who is burdened with a sense of personal inferiority

and no secure place. The very early experiences of the child are inter-

prercd by him in such a way that he gains a notion of how he best can find

his place in the group. One child may decide, on the basis of his experiences,
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that the way he makes his place is by being the centre of attention at

all times. Another may recognize that he is secure in the group, and his

security is enhanced by working for the good of the group instead of

seeking to better his own position. The patterns that children develop

for finding their places sometimes stand in the way of their own best

interests. Dreikurs holds that the only way a child can learn desirable

patterns of behaviour is by experiencing the natural consequences of his

misbehaviour.

Dreikurs cites four mistaken goals that children operate by

when striving to find "their place". His recommendations to teachers

for methods of handling disciplinary infractions are based on the teacher's

ability to recognize the goal that is in operation, and then to act in an

appropriate manner. The most accurate way to discover which of the four

goals a child is working on is by observing the reaction the behaviour

provokes. When the teacher feels generally annoyed by a student, finds

herself being kept busy by him, or needing to remind or coax him cdnstantly,

it is most likely that the child's goal is to get attention. The attention-

seeking child is most often showing off, calling out, drawing attention

to himself by quarreling with others, acting lazy, leaving his seat, etc.

His faulty reasoning is that only when people pay special attention to him

does he have a place. Attention-getting behaviour may seem totally useless

and socially unacceptable but it may also be acceptable if it is channelled

constructively. Some students will strive for excellence form a genuine

feeling of "belongingness and willingness to co-operate" but others will be

driven by the need to be best in order to have a place. When attention-

getting turns destructive it is more easy to distinguish and probably more
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serious, but any teacher who has seen an ambitious child "devastated" by

coming in second should recognize that this child, too, is operating in

a fashion that does not provide him with genuine good feelings.

When a child is no longer satisfied with getting the teacher's

atteation, he may try to "get the teacher's goat". "When the child demands

to be boss at home or in the classroom his goal is power. The teacher can

recognize the power goal if the child's behaviour makes her feel defeated

or threatened. Teachers are familiar with the feeling that they just

"can't let the child get away with it". This is the response evoked by a

child whose logic dictates that he counts only if everyone else, does as he

commands. He will have temper tantrums, be disobedient, and engage the

teacher in continuous contests of will. He will do the oppo'ite of what

he is instructed to do. The teacher is inclined to label the child a

rebel, or call him stubborn. In any case, there is little socially accept-

able power-seeking behaviour. Power-seeking resembles attention-getting

but it is more intense and more of a problem. One clear way that the

teacher can distinguish between the two is that the child who seeks attention

will stop when he gets it. A reprimand will turn him off. The power-seeking

child, to the contrary, will become more disobedient in order to keep the

teacher engaged in his struggle.

'then a child has experienced so many discouragements that he

concludes he cannot find a place by attention or power devices he is likely

to turn to revenge. Revenge is the third inappropriate goal that teachers

face in the classroom. The child is reasoning that his only hope is to get

even with those who have denied him his security. Delinquent behaviour is

the product of this goal. The child may be sullen, defiant, mean and

spiteful. The teacher will feel hurt because the child is a master at
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inflicting hurt. The teacher thus will often dislike the child, feel

outraged by his conduct, and even feel driven to get even with him. The

sad truth about the child who operates according to the revenge goal is

that his judgment of other peoples' feelings about him are usually

correct at this point. People don't like him; he does get pushed around.

He simply does not-realize how "his offensive behaviour almost compels

the kind of treatment he receives".

Dreikurs proposes that the last goal by which a child may

operate is not one which is actually directed at gaining a place for

the child. The most discouraged child gives up, and wants only to be

left along with his inadequacies so that he is not reminded of them

constantly. The teacher is made to feel helpless and certain that

there is nothing she can do with the child. Some people who are

relatively well functioning assume specific disabilities in certain

areas, such as the common mathematics disability so many people display.

This is the least severe form of using disability as an excuse. Children

who fall into this last category use disability as an excuse for all of

their school behaviour, and because it becomes such an all-consuming

pattern Dreikurs urges that this child be given special attention.

Once the teacher has identified which goal is motivating a

child at any given time she is directed to follow with specific goal-

appropriate reactions as suggested by Dreikurs. The first general rule

suggested is that the teacher disinvolve herself from the behaviour.

The attention-seeking child should not receive attention for his mis-

conduct. The child who wants to battle with the teacher in a power

contest should not be allowed the opportunity to win or lose. "Once

the battle has been joined the child has already won it." The teacher
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is instructed to withdraw from the child's provocation, though not from

the child. Teachers are often afraid to admit to the child's power lest

she lose her status and the respect of the class. Dreikurs points out

baat the teacher must admit that ultimately she cannot "make" a child

stop. By recognizing that "the power-seeking child is always ambitious

and by trying to redirect his ambition to useful channels" she may be

able to disarm him and encourage his co-operation. Disinvolving oneself

from the revenge seeking child is most difficult because he is out to

hurt. Dreikurs does not really explain how to accomplish this but

states:

...The most important thing in dealing with a
revenge seeking child, who is out to hurt the
teacher, is for the teacher not to feel hurt
by him.

Disinvolvement with the behaviour of the last group of children who use

disability as an excuse for withdrawing from the academic-social arena

altogether, essentially means that the teacher must not fall for their

ploy. She must not give up, but instead she must go full steam in the

direction of efforts to rekindle their incentive to try. Table 1 is

taken from Dreikurs' and Cassel's guide for teachers, Discipline Without

Tears (1972). It summarizes the suggested methods for dealing with mis-

behaviour, according to accurate diagnosis of the goals involved.
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TABLE 1
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It is importantthat the child be confronted with his mistaken

goals before the teacher attempts to lead him to change. The questions

included in Table 1 are designed to disclose and confirm the goals to the

child. Only one question is posed at a time, beginning with the teacher's

first guess as to the motives that are operating. Children may not admit

verbally to any of the goals presented, but teachers are cautioned to

look out for signs of the "recognition reflex" - "a rougish smile, a

twinkle of the eyes or twitch of the facial muscle".
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It may be most opportune for the teacher to refrain from

confronting the child with his goals until one of the recommended.

regular classroom meetings. The advantages of having this confrontation

take place in the group situation include the fact that all the children

in the class will be able to recognize some of the roots of their own

misbehaviours. It is presumed to be emotionally reassuring for them to

see that other children have the same fears and feelings as they do, and

to see further that the classroom meetings are a place where these feel-

ings may be shown without risk of looking foolish or being reprimanded.

The classroom meetings suggested by Dreikurs are nearly identical to, if

somewhat less well defined than, Glasser's social-problem-solving meetings.

For this reason they will not be described any further here. What is

unique about Dreikurs' proposals is his method of responding to students

who do not comply with the solutions that have been agreed upon in class-

room meetings or in individual student-teacher consultations.

The notion of adult-imposed logical consequences for misbehaviour

developed from an awareness that certain actions always carried with them

their awn spec, natural consequences which served to teach the doer that

it was not desifli4e to try that behaviour again. For example, "a child

who put his hand on a hot stove and burns it will avoid such unpleasantness

in the future". The natural consequence is not arbitrary, nor morally

judgmental. It represents the social or natural order. Alderian psy,lkology

pays much attention to the social order, and emphasizes a firm commitmeLt

to principles of democracy in which the first social law "is the law of

equality (which) demands recognition of every human being as equal". In

a democracy adults do not have the right to inflict punishment on children
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because they are older, bigger, or perhaps wiser. However, children must

learri to co-operate with the system, so that when an action does not carry

its own specific natural consequence adult's are obliged to impose logical

consequences of their own division in order to teach the children what the

social rules are. Dreikurs calls attention to five main distinctions between

adult-imposed logical consequences and adult-inflicted punishment.

While punishment represents the power of an authority, logical con-

sequences are "the expression of the reality of the social order". No

personal ruler judges what or may not be done, but the society as a whole

acCepts certain actions and rejects others. Some rules are legislated into

law, others are simply dictated by the culture. For instance, what is late

to a North American is not necessarily late to a South American, but under

any circumstances the person late in either place will experience the con-

sequences particular to that culture. A child who is late to school in

North America will probably miss the instructions for the day given by the

teacher when most of the children arrived. A logical consequence which

might be applied by a teacher to the situation of a late student would be

to require that the child Stay in school after the regular dismissal time,

aot in order to punish him, but so that he can make up the work he was unable

to do on time because he arrived too late for instructions. The teacher

would not stop the class during class time to make a special explanation

for the latecomer. This example serves to distinguish between logical

consequences and punishment in that the logical consequence is logically

related to the misbehaviour while punishment rarely is. A punishment for

lateness requiring the child to write "I will not be late", or to do an

extra homework assignment teaches him nothing about the true consequence

of his lateness. There is nothing logical about making a child serve
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detention because he is caught running in the halls, in violation of school

rules forbidding running. If running in the halls has been forbidden because

of the inherent danger a logical consequence for doing so might be to forbid

the student from using the hall at the same time as his fellow students,

whose welfare he endangers by running. The third distinction made between

punishment and logical consequences is that the latter do not involve moral

judgments while punishments invariably do. Punishment usually rests on the

premise that if a person does as ordered, then the person is good. If a

person does not comply, however, then he is bad and deserving of punishment.

Logical consequences dictate that people be allowed to chose their conduct

freely, without the pressure of risking moral condemnation. The process of

applying Logical Consequences, like Glasser's Reality Therapy, is to en-

courage the student to make his own judgment about his behaviour. He is

asked only if he wants to continue as he is doing, or if he wants to do

something else. When the conduct chosen is inappropriate the unpleasant

b t'iogical consequences that follow will teach the child that the action

should be avoided in the future. The distinction between doer and action

is always kept clear.

Logical consequences are not administered in anger as if often the

case with punishment. The adult must take the role of a friendly bystander

who genuinely regrets that "under the circumstances he cannot do anything

else except let the child face the consequences of what he had done".

Dreikurs suggests that the tone of voice used by the adult is the most

reliable indicator of his attitude. If the cardinal rule of disinvolvement

with the misbehaviour is followed the adult will not be or sound angry.

A punishing adult will.
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Sunshine (1973) summarizes general recommendations to teachers

that follow from Adlerian principles.

1. Teachers should not be concerned about their own
prestige in the classroom. They need not win
battles with students in order to be secure in

their positions.

2. Teachers should not scold or nag, nor should
they admonish misbehaving students with endless
explanations of why they must desist. Logical
consequences and the pressures of the peer group
should be allowed to show the child where he is
in error.

3. Talking, in general, is the least effective way
of bringing about a behavioural change.
Espec. Illy in conflict situations teachers
shou-1 refrain from talking at or to the student

about the problem.

4. Good behaviour should not be rewarded by the

teacher. It should be appreciated for its own
intrinsic rewards. In a democratic setting
discipline must be maintained by the internali-

zation of controls. Rewards and punishment thwart

the development of internalized controls.

5. Improvement should be commended, and children

should always be encouraged to keep trying.

6. There is no place for double standards in a
democracy. If the teacher demands a certain
type of decorum arA performance from her pupils

she owes dhem no _ess in return. Children

should be regarded as the teacher's social
equal.

7. Teachers must make every effort to understand
the purpose of a child's behaviour before any
attempt is made to change it.

8. Directions for what is expected of the pupils

should 'T.Lide very clear.

9. The classr.:.om atmosphere should be one of mutual

trust and rcspect, where children have real
responsibilities and where the emphasis is on

the positive.

10. As soon as a child misbehaves he should be
permitted to choose between changing to a more
acceptable behaviour or experiencing the con-

sequence of his actions (removal from the class-

room until he is ready to co-operate is the

frequently recommended consequence). 69



D. PUNISHMENT

Common sense and experience combine to provide conflicting

pictures of the efficacy of punishment as a means for discouraging

undesirable conduct. The speeding motorist, apprehended, ticketed and

fined, slows down to the speed limit - for a while. The disrespectful

child, sent to bed early for a week, refrains from calling his parents

derogatory names - for a while. Yet, if punishing undesirable behaviour

were an effective means of eliminating it, North American prison statistics

would not show, as they presently do, that within five years of their

re 35.2 from confinement, 75% of the prisoners are back in jail. Have

the prisons failed to fit punishments correctly to the crimes? :'ave

they failed to mete out punishments severe enough to be deterrents? Or

is there something in the nature of punishment itself, as a behavioural

control technique that makes it of limited effectiveness in general?

The purpose of this section is to examine the current positions held

about the value oE punishment in the schools as a means for handling

discipline problems. It should be noted from the first that these

positions are based only to a small extent.upon the results of empirical

research. The ethical problems involved in conducting research on the

effects of punishment with human subjects are great. What parent would

voluntarily allow his child to be either strapped, isolated, ridiculed

or i.Anored for the sake of science? Thus most of the research has been

confined to laboratory work with animals. When human subjects have b'edn

used the situations are so highly contrived and the punishments of such

unusual types (i.e. bells and lights and buzzers) that the external

validity of these resus s called into question.
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The first theoretical position held by Thorndike and other

members of the scientific community was that punishment was the exact

opposite of reward and as such would have the opposite effect. While

reward encouraged behaviours presumably punishment would discourage

them. When laboratory studies with rats demonstrated that punishment

only temporarily suppressed certain responses a majority of theorists

switched positions to one that regarded punishment as a relatively

ineffective means of controlling behaviour.

Most recently it has been established that the effectiveness

of punishment is not simply an all-or-non proposition. Such factors

as the timing and intensity of the punishment, the presence of an

alternative response, and the relationship of the punishing agent to

the subject have been examined. Cheyne and Walters (1969) investigated

the effects of timing, intensity and "cognitive structure" in one study

with children, in order to determine the extent to which these variables

influenced the inhibition of responses. Cognitive structure referred to

how well informed the child was as to why a behaviour was forbidden. It

was shown that when children were punished as soon as they initiated the

forbidden act, they were more likely to inhibit that response in the future

than when the punishment was presented after the child had misbehaved for

a while. High intensity punishment more effectively suppessed misbehaviour

than low intensity punishment. Children who received extended explanations

of why they should not do a certain behaviour were less likely to misbehave

than were children who were simply told what not to do. These factors were

arranged in combinations, so that two combinations of conditions proved

most effective in suppressing misconduct. Children punished early, with

high intensity punishments, were as likely to resist nisbehaving in the
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future as were children who developed high cognitive structures about

the behaviour, even though their punishment was delayed. The researchers

took measurements of emotional arousal of the subjects by recording such

physiological indicators as heart rate. They found that of these two

groups of children, the group with high cognitive structure showed lower

levels of emotional arousal. It was then hypothesized that while both

conditions produced inhibition of responses, the inhibition had two

different bases. Because the first group exhibited high levels of

emotional arousal it was suggeste chat they refrained from misbehaving

out of fear of punishment. The second group, with high cognitive structure

and low arousal levels appeared to refrain because they understood a rule

about what was and was not socially acceptable. The authors suggest that

the second type of resistance is closer to the way self-control operates.

"The development of self-control is not a matter of learning a 'new'

emotional response that is substituted for fear, but of learning how

effectively to utilize socially significant cues."

The concern of the side effects of punishment is widespread.

Would obedience be worth the price, if a child learned to fear his teacher

and hate school in the process? Constantini and Hoving (1973) demonstrated

that the withdrawal of a positive reinforcement was a punishment method

that generated weaker emotional effects than did the presentation of

noxious stimuli. The former method made it possible for the child to

maintain a positive orientatioh towards the punishing agent - his teacher.

Theie is no approach to problems of discipline in the school that devalues

the importance of a positive, friendly relationship between student and

teacher. Results which have demonstrated that punishment can negatively

effect that relationship must be taken into consideration when classroom

control techniques are evaluated. 7 2
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It has been suggested that the children who are most likely to

be controlled by punishment are those who misbehave least often. Further

it is said that punishment will be effective only until the punished child

learns to adapt to it. These notions were apparently borne out by research

conducted by Sallows (1972). He compared children who were "normal" with

children who were frequertly deviant or misbehaved, according to the type

of parental discipline they usually encountered. Two of his results were

most interesting. Children who were generally deviant were much less

responsive to punishment than their normal peers. What is more, these

children were controlled by their parents with more severe forms of

punishment significantly more often than dne normals. The parents of

disorderly children used physical punishment 31% of the time, while the

other parents almost never used anything more severe than verbal repri-

mands.

A major criticism of punishment has been that its use teaches

the child that control by domination is acceptable and effective. The

child is then inclined to use aggressive control technqiues with others'.

Sears and others (1957) found that when parents used severe forms of

punishment they were more likely to have extremely aggressive children

who channelled their aggression against their parents. Kounin and Gump

(1961) found that children who were taught by punitive teachers were

more aggressive in their misconduct, misbehaved more frequently, and

were generally less concerned with school and learning values than were

children who studied with non-punitive teachers. Becker (1967) found,

in a study using 28 elementary school children as subjects, that the

more the teacher used punishment the more disruptive were the children's

behaviours. 7 3
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The research on the variables related to punishment also includes

investigations of the effects of punishment .schedules. Parke and Deur (1972)

found that greater inhibition of aggressive hitting behaviour in 8-10 year

old boys was achieved when punishment was consistently administered than

when the punishment came intermittently. They suggested that intermittent

punishment, in fact, Made for greater resistance to suppression of the

.',2sponses, even in the future when consistant punishment was used. That

much punishment in real-life is ineffective seens at least partially

explained by the fact that it is rarely administered with the total con-

sistency called for in order to achieve the desired results.

Fischer (1970) experimentally arranged a situation where students

were given a great deal of opportunity to cheat on an examiniation. Your

groups of students were treated according to the different experimental

conditions. One group was threatened with punishment if any students were'

found cheating. An rIppeal to the honesty of the second group was made.

In the third condition a call for a public affirmation of the value that

holds cheating to be undesirable was called for from members. In the

fourth group, Which was the control population, no effort was made to

decrease the incidence of cheating behaviour. It was found that the con-

ditions in which the students were threatened with punishment for cheating

was as effective, but no more so than the condition calling for public

'affirmation of the value. Both these conditions were significantly more

effective in inhibiting cheating behaviour than the other two. Since the

method of calling for a public affirmation was as effective as punishment,

and since it was less likely than punishment to carry adverse side-effects,

Fischerrecommended that the method of public affirmation be used to encourage

desirable behaviour. This means that the child is encouraged to publically
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adopt a given, desirable value as his own, and to commit himself to that

value in action as well as in word. Such commitment is regarded as a closer

step to self-control than control techniques which are externally regulated

and need to be policed in order to be enforced.

Clarizio (1971) is one researcher who suspects that the disadvantages

of using punishment outweigh any possible desirable outcomes of the method.

One of the most serious problems he points to is the fact that student reactions

to punishment are varied and unpredictable. Lewin (1948) reports that a child

who is especially sensitive to punishment may "leave the educational field"

any way that he can. By this he means the child will cheat, feign stupidity,

be truant, or daydream anything to escape from the unpleasant situation.

The school becomes a generalized aversive stimuli when punishment is applied.

The fear and anxiety that may be produced by punishment will make future

learning very difficult. Too often when punishment is really effective the

child will not only stop his misbehaviour, he will cease to be able to respond

at all.

In general psychologists and educators who hold themselves to be

humanists are least likely to endorse the use of punishment under any cir-

cumstances, favouring positive methods of control instead. Many behaviourists,

however, still hold that punishment is a potentially expedient and effective

means for immediately suppressing an undesirable behaviour. While they usually

prefer to recommend the time-out-from-rewards method described in an earlier

chapter, they endorse the use of punishment with certain reservations. The

primary qualification here is that the period of suppression of the undersirable

behaviour be used to teach the child a more appropriate response. The ,child

should learn an alternative behaviour that will earn him positive reinforcement.

In addition, punishment should not be carried out in anger, and no threats
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should be made without full intention of following through. A main fault

of punishment is that it teaches to do, but rarely provides accept-

able alternatives.

Chamberlin (1971) notes several cautions regarding the application

of punishment, the most significant of which are included here;

1. Teachers should not use sarcasm, ridicule or
embarrassment. It usually causes bitter feelings
toward the teacher, alienates the whole class and
humiliates individual members. These techniques
can easily backfire.

2. Teachers should not give assignments as punishments
for misbehaviour. To do so is to 0^qtroy the real
value of school work in the learnil process.

3. Penalties which are personally humiliating and
publicly humiliating to a pupil should not be used;
children should not be corrected in public.

4. Teachers should not prolong an incident.-

5. Offenses and their treatment should not be publicized
before the other children.

6. A child should not be sent to sit in a 1 wer grade as
a form of punishment.

7. It is wrong to punish whole classes for individual
infractions. This practice causes resentment among
the other students towards the teacher.

8. The child should not be forced to apologize to his

teacher. If an apology is freely given it should be
accepted, but a forced apology is humiliating to
both the child and the teacher.

9. Teachers should not allow chain reaction situations
to develop. Some conditions spread through a class-
room and the most recent violator is often the one
punished. It is important to learn to recognize this
type of situation and to be able to stop it without
saying too much.

10. Punishment should be resorted to only sparingly; .
physical punishment the most sparingly of all.
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The public and professional concern about the practice of corporal

punishment in the schools is most heated. The tradition of the hickory stick

in the classroom dates back more than 2,800 years. Despite the fact that

surveys have shown that corporal punishment is still favoured by "a majority

of teachers, administrators and parents" the movement to abolish the practice

gains momentum. In 1969 a poll conducted by the National Education Association

showed that 65.3% of elementary school teachers and 55.5% of secondary school

teachers favoured "judicious use" of corporal punishment in the schools. An

NEA task force, however, toured the U.S. in 1972, and concluded that "teachers

and other school personnel abhor physical violence of persons towards each

other, no matter what the form 7 alley fights, gang warfare, repression by

law enforcement agencies, or war between nations". All of the undersirable

outcomes, and limits of effectiveness, attributed to punishment in general

above, are applicable to corporal punishment in specific. The NEA task force

r, .)mmended the immediate phasing out of corporal punishment on the following

grounds:

1. In order to be effective physical punishment has
to be used over and over again.

2. Corporal punishment hinders learning because its
byproducts of fear and resentment make the class-
room atmosphere non-supportive.

3. Corporal punishment teaches might is right.

4. Research and theory both indicate that the use of
corporal punishment will result in more disruptive
behaviour instead of less.

5. Aggressive hostility is developed as a result of

its application.

6. It tends to be employed discriminately, most often
used against students who are smaller and weaker
than the teacher.
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7. Surveys indicate that teachers in inner-city schools
are more likely to use corporal punishment than other
teachers; it is sometimes used as a weapon of racial

discrimination.

8. Though school boards usually establish limitations
as to how corporal punishment is to be carried out,

these guidelines are in practice ignored regularly.

9. By relying on the use of corporal punishment teachers

do not direct their energies towards finding more
effective and humane controls.

10. In many cases, corporal punishment causes lasting

psychological damage to children.

11. Corporal punishment makes no contribution to the
development of self-control.

12. The use of corporal punishment on students contributes

to an undesirable tendency to see children as something

less than human.

Despite research that attests to its long-term ineffectiveness and

undesirability many educators and parents still endorse the use of punishment,

and specifically-corporal punishment. Many simply cannot imagine dealing with

children without it.. Learning theory offers one explanation for this, which

makes a good deal of sense. It has been demonstrated that the most immediate

effect of punishment is suppression of the undesirable behaviour; the more

severe the- punishment, the more immediate the suppression. Adults who have

resorted to this practice have repeatedly been positively reinforced by the

fact that the behaviour they aim at stopping is immediately stopped. Learning

theory would therefore, predict that in the future these adults would be more

likely to use punishment as a means of control than ever. Perhaps this is

the mechanism that is in operation when responsible adults endorse a practice

of highly 'questionable desirability. If adults are responsible for providing

models for the behaviour of the children in their care, however, it is hoped

that they give serious consideration to wllat they are teaching by the use of
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physical aggression against humans who are smaller and less competent than

they. Also, it is hoped that they provide models of people who are capable

of considering long-term effects of actions and weighing these against any

immediate gains. Ultimately, the best method of behaviour control in a

democracy is self-control. Self-contror.is sometimes viewed as the ability

to keep an accurate perspective of the long range best interests of an

individual or society, 'n the face of conflicting and most tempting immediate

gratification. Adults who serve as models for children will need to exercise

selE-control in their behaviour management techniques, if ultimately they

hope to foster the development of self-control in the children.

7 9



IV. SELF-CONTROL

A. MORAL DEVELOPMENT

At a very early age the children_of North America are taught at

home and in school that they are fortunate to live under democratic rule

rather than under the domination of a dictatorship. Presumably the former

condition allows men to choose freely their man goals and means, while the

latter imposes these upon members of the society. Yet a close look at many

of the school systems in North America belies the fact that most of the

children in the schools are not given freedom of choice (often, neither

are their teachers or principals). The inconsistency between policy and

practice is justified on the grounds that children are not capable of making

the judgements necessary for wise choices. A literary presentation of the

nature of children, such as Golding's Lord of the Flies, suggests that if

children were left to their own devices, they would become brutally savage

in no time. Wiener and Phillips (1972) give a somewhat less pessimistic

picture.

Left entirely untutored the child would change (in

his social behaviour as he matures) anyway. He

would move tward some kind of maturity though not
necessarily the one desired by those responsible
for him - or even satisfying to himself. Educators

offer direction, interceding in behaviour, altering

course and guiding according to Specified standards

... Many more children might become delinquent if
it were not for the steering agencies operating for

the benefit of society: parents, school, church

and other conventional institutions.

A major goal of the educational process then, is to guide children towards

the development of the ability to choose wisely for themselves and to direct

themselves towards socially desirable ends. How to help children develop

self-control is a basic concern of educators, and to an extent it is appro-

priate to evaluate the success of the educational systems according to how
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successfully that goal has been met so far. Pepper (1973) seems to look

at the issue from a perspective almost the reverse of Wiener and Phillips:

Piaget's work indicates that it is probably despite
adult authority that our young sooner or later adopt
a disciplined way of living. Noting the large numbers
who reject all discipline as soon as they escape from
home or school ties, and others who for the rest of
their lives are capable of functioning only under
external discipline and legal morality, he sees no
way in which a system of self-discipline produced
by external discipline can be anything but defective,

Dollar's (1972) definition of self-control implies that it is a

two-step process; first one must be aware of the consequences of one's

behaviour, and then one must have the ability to refrain from responding

in ways contr to one's goals. Kohlberg (1963) has presented the most

interesting and coherent model that describes how the awareness of conse-

quences develops. The behaviourists have extended learning theory prin-

ciples to explain how individuals learn to refrain from indulging in

immediately gratifying activities for tue sake of obtaining long-term

benefits. These two models will be present,, re in order to shed some

light on tIle development of self-control.

Kohlberg hypothesizes that the ability of humans to reason about

moral issues develops with age, in stages, similar to the stages of cognitve

growth described by Piaget. Just as humans are not born with a fixed and

finite ability to think and learn, they are not born with a fixed capacity

for making moral judgments. Children are not born with moral character

traits, such as honesty or dishonesty, nor do they come equipped with

scruples. In many studies that he conducted with adults and children, in

North America and in cultures as widely diversified as Malaysia, Taiwan, Mexico

and Turkey, Kohlberg required his subjects to make moral judgments about what

woul.d be appropriate actions in hypothetical situations. From the answers he



of mental organization" than the one preceding, and within general group-

ings, the stages were age-related. The implications of the stage theory

of moral development for edueatorsvill be demonstrated after the stage

have been summarized. Table 2 presents an adaptation of the summary of

these stages taken from Sprinthall and Sprinthall's (1974) text.

Basis of Judgment

TABLE 2

Sta;es of Development

Preconventional moral values reside
in ext-!rnal, quasi-physical happen-
ings, in bad acts, or in quasi-physical
needs rather, than in persons and
standards

Stage I: Obedience and punishment orientatio:t. Egocentric defer-
ence to superior penNer or prestige, or a trouble-avoiding
set. Objective responsibility.

Stage II: Nlaively egoistic orientation. Right a,on is that instru-
mentally satisfying one's own and occasionally others'
needs. Awareness that value is relati.:e to each person's
needs and perspectives. Naive egalitaranism and orienta-
tion to exchange and reciprocity.

Conventional moral values reside in
performing good or right roles, in
maintain-mg the conventional order,
and in meeting others' expectations

Stage III: Orientation to approval and to pleasing and helping oth-
ers. Conformity to stereotypical images of majority or
natural role behavior, and judgment by intentions.

Stage IV: Orientation to doing one's duty and to showing respect
for authority and maintaining the given social order for its
own sake. Regard for earned expecta;lons of others.

:oitconventionat moral values are
.;enved from pnnctples which can be
apphed un:versally

Stage V: Contractual-legalistic 'orientation. Rec.rgnition of an arbi-
trary element in rules or expectations 'for the sake of
agreement. Duty defined in terms of contract, general
avoidance of violation of the will or rights of others, or of
the majority will and welfare.

Stage VI: Onentation to conscience or principles. not only to or-
dained social rules but to principles cf choice appealing to
logical universalny and consistency. Conscience is a di-
recting agent, together with mutual respect and trust.

8 2
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An experimenter presented subjects with problem situations which

had no single, correct solutions, and asked the subjects to suggest solutions.

For example, the following is one of the problems posed:

Joe's father promised he could go to camp if he earned

the $50.00 for it, and then changed his mind and asked

Joe to give him the money he had earned. Joe lied and

said he had only earned $10.00 and went to camp using

the other $40.00 he hacLmade. Before he went he told

his younger brother Alex about the money and about

lying to their father. Should Alex tell their father?

Moral judgments in Stage I and Stage II are based on what Kohlberg

calls "pre-conventional" reasoning. In Stage I behaviour is oriented in order

to avoid punishment by a powerful authority. In Stage II the behaviour is

motivated by an individual's desire to "look out for Number I (himself)",

and to meet that individual's personal, often material needs. Any means for

satisfying one's own needs are acceptable so long as one does not get caught.

"The effort and skill that go into getting away with Something distinguish

Stage II from Stage I (so that)...a successful bank robber is rated Stage II

while an unsuccessful bank robber is not only labelled Stage I, but is also

'put away' . A Stage I response to the problem posed above wouldsay that

Joe was right to lie, especially since his father lied first; however, Joe

should be smart enought not 0 get :.aught. Alex should tattle on his brother
.)

if it is probable that he will be punished is he does not. Generally, children

from birth to age nine years use pre-onventional reasoning to solve moral

dilemmas.

Stage III and Stage IV fit into the broader category of "conventional"

moral reasoning because actions that stem from these bases are judged according

to their capacity.to satisfy the expectations of others and to maintain the

conventional order. Stage III judgments, specifically, are made in order to

nlease others, and to do the "nice" thing. Nice children do not lie. Joe
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sl-,1Hr.i not lie to his father. His brother can squeal on him, and be a nice

;HIttle bcp "Stage III behaviour conforms strictly to the fixed conventions

of the society in which we live. We don't look inwar to odr own 'self and

attempt to work through a decision for ourselves on a moral question".

(Sprinthall and Sprinthall, 1974). Stage IV judgements rely on a system

of fixed . unchanging rules and laws that all are bound to "obey_ without

Lion". This law-and-order orientation holds the position of "the rules

or wrong". Joe was wrong for lying to his father "obey thy father"

being a cardinal rule which everyone is expected to follow. Judgements of

children aged from nine to fifteen years are predominantly based on

"conventional" reasoning (Stages III and IV).

When an individual bases his moral judgments on a "social contract"

or in other words "a system of laws which have themselves been judged on the

basIs of the common good", he is operating in "post-conventional" realm.

Post-conventional judgments are the highest tyne of moral reasoning, calling

into play "all the situational aspects, motivations and general principles

involved". Stage VI reasoning, higher yet than Stage V, operates on the

basis of unwritten, moral and universal principles, such as the Golden Rule,

or the concept of Justice. The principles upon which Stage VI decisions

rest include valuing most highly human lfe, equality and dignity. A post-

conventional response to the hypothetical situation described might dictate

that Alex not violate his brother's trust or the bond of confidence between

them. Then again, the younger brother would have to cf:ecide if ultimately

Joe's best interests were served by his father knowing the truth or not.

Stage VI "requires that...the circumstances ana the situation, as well as

the general principles and the reasons behind'the rules (be considered)".

Individuals of sixteen years of age and older operate according to post-
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conventional morality signifcantly mare often than do younger people, though

Ibis is not to suggest that adults always operate according to the types of

reasoning found in Stages V and Vt. Research, in fact, has demonstrated that

only approximately 35% of adult moral judgments are based on this high type

of reasoning. In addition rearch has found that the percentage of post-

Conventional reasoning, and therefore moral maturity, appears to stabilize

somewhere between the ages of 16 and 25. There is little change in moral

maturity likely to occur after 25 years of age.

Several studies have been conducted in order to determine the

relationship between the type of reasoning a person uses and their actual

behlviour. One series of studies administered "cheating tests" to young

and 61d adolescents and found that persons who used Stages I through IV

reasoning cheated far more frequently than did persons using Stages V and

VI reasoning. Perhaps the most interesting and alarming research that

correlates moral reasoning with moral action was that work initiated by

Milgram (1955). Milgram's work on obedience paired a naive subject with

an experimenter (the authority) and a "confederate" subject who feigned

naivety. The true subje,7ts were enlisted to help with "research on

verbal learning". Their "partner" (the confederate) was placed in a

separate room and supposedly wired to an apparatus which could deliVer

increasingly high voltages of electric shock at the touch of a lever.

The subject was positioned in front of a panel which administered shock

to lethal levels. The experimenter "ordered" the subject to administer

shock to his partner whenever the partner gave an intarzect response on

the learning task. The voltage of shock ;4as co be increased every time

the partner erred. The partners were not actually wired,at all, but

could be heard to scream at first with pai7 and later with agony in
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respense to the "shocks". Finally when the shock voltage exceeded the

lethal level partners were totally silent. The most astounding result

of this experiment was that in general., regardless of age, background

or educational level, fully 65% of all subjects administered as much

shock as they were ordered to - even when the panel clearly indicated

that they were administering lethal amounts! They were "just following

orders". Later the.subjects from Milgram's study were asked to respond

to Kohlberg's moral questions. It was found that of the subjects who

responded with Stages I through IV reasoning only 13% had refused to

administer the shocks, those subjects who reasoned according to post-

conventional processes (Stages V and VI) refused to participate in the

"shocking" expe::iment in 75% of the cases. In other words, individuals

who valued human life above authoritarian order and obedience were much

more likely ru ol..erate according to gher levels of moral reasoning.

Does the sehbol sT.:.tem want educate children for obedience

or fJr the higi-ear type of reasoning? How doe.:-, education affect moral

development anyway? One dling th.1,: is known for certain is that individual's

cannot be educated to ski.p from Sage i or II to Stage VI. The developmental

.;equence cannot dispensed wich. Iji-t Is more, just as certain cognitive

stages will not oe attained until the individual has matured to a certain

chronological age, el, idren who are ds.anitely within the age bounds for

pre-conventional reasoning cannot t..e sigr anLly Accelerated jn order to

gut them operatin?. lt post-conventional ley,c,s. But beyond the fact the

moral development cannot be speede up, there :are Peveral ertain factors

which influence how far any individual is likely to go in the dir2-!tion
,

of higher ievels of mor-J reasor0 Kohlberg's theory asserts that the

experiences of the inaividual greaiy 2rif1uen the vel of stage attain-7

ment for the individual. More pecifAcally, moral maturity has been shown
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'one stage up'." In terms of corrective discipline it would be pointless

for a teacher to try to persuade a pre-conventional child to chfinge his

behaviour according to post-copventional reasoning.

Kohlberg recommends nowever, that his model oi reasoning

not he left for corrective application. Instead morz,i g,.. 'a should be

as an integral part of the instructional p am. To serve

%

L'n . urpose ht- recommends beginning discussions with pupil grothis in

grade school, basf.:d on moral issues that may be introduced from current

events (i.e. headlines) television and film stories, or the students'

pL.rsonal experiences. Discussions would be directed towards exploring

alternatives:, and examining reasons behind rules and responses. Ideas

would be compared, but at no time would the teacher attempt to impose

_er reasoning upon her children. Because children between the ages of

nine and twelire are at that age where the shift from pre-conventional

to conventional thinking most often occurs; this is the time when "it

makes most sense educationally to provide experiences and classroom

experiences to ensure growth beyond Stages I and II where moral judgments

are self-serving or egocentric". (Sprinthall and Sprinthall, 1974)

iligli schoGI the most appropriate time to educate for post-conventional

morality. ,n addtion to providing opportunities fez discussion of moral

issues Kohlberg suggeststhatrole-playing is an important tool for guiding

moral. growth. Role-playing permits the F.tudent the opportunity to ,ain

new perspectives on problems. Discussions basee on the type of experience

yielded from role-playing are most likely to be meaningful for the student.



B. LEARNING THEORY

The principles of learning theory have already b(:-1 t,,,,eated in

this paper (in the section on behaviour modification) with specific reference

to their implications for the classroom teacher. It has also been mentioned

that contingency management systems can be gradually shifted from teacher

managed-to student managed, so that the s.tudent becomes his own contractor,

and thus begins to develop some measure of self-control. Most of the

empirical investigations of self-control have been conducted using the

learning theory paradigm; this type of model will be briefly outlined here.

Logan (1973) proposes that self-control is, generally:

the act of stopping before indulging in an intrinsically

rewarding response to weight its consequences and then

either not respond or stop...if it is judged undesirable.

Self-control seen as a pattern of habits that is formed from experiences

in situations that require it. ThLre are two components to the self-control

dynamic, identified as the self-c=trol drive and the self-control incentive.

Self-control drive derives from experiences when an individual has been made

to suffer discomfort or otherwise aversive consequences because of a failure

in self-control. An example of this might be the experience o disgra by

a child who is castigated for bed-wettings. When an individual Iklarnf tc

respond to a lack of seif-control with fear or frustration ti:,t

the self-control drive. The self-control ir:rive is another way of

speaking of the positive reinforcement on,: recrr.iP iTor exercising self-

control. For example, when a person attemt.s Lo give up smoking he may be

sociall: reinforced by acquaintances who laud his efforts. If the reward

for refraining from smoking is greater than the reward that comes from

lighting up, self-control will dominate.
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The most important implication of the learning theory explanation -

of self-control is that since self-control is viewed as a learned response

it may be taught.

Circumstances in which frustrating or fearful events are
associated with a lack of self-control provide the con-
ditions necessary for such learning. Assuming that self-

control habits are learned according to the basic principles

of learning, then simple practice of such responses can

lead to these habits. And assuming that incentive for
self-control is acquired then the procedures of operant
conditioning are relevant. This implies that training
in self-control is not only possible but indicates the

kind of training experiences that produce the most
effective and persistent self-control behaviour. It

also suggests that individuals can engage in such

activities and thereby improve their own capacity for

self-control. (Logan, 1973, p. 131)

Dollar suggests that self-control in the classroom must begin

with the teacher.

She mus become aware of the consequences of her awn behaviour.

In order to accomplish this, teachers should practice exercises in self-

control which consist of three parts. First the teacher is told to specify

a list of rules oE behaviour that she wishes to maintain, increase or

e4cinguish in herself. She is also to determine what her reinforcers are,

and then she is required to proceed to reward her uwn "appropriate responses"

according to a reward schedule which she has determinet\ for herself. It is

not diffici,lt to extend this application to classroom svudents. There is

some evidence that students may self-record target behaviours, to produce a

desired modification in target behaviour (Braden, Hall and Mitts, 1971).

Duncan (1969) reports a progrnm which involved 55 high selool

seniors in a self-controlled behaviour modification project. The students

were very simply taught to pinpoint their behaviour targets, to record and

#
plot the rate of occur2ence daily, and to select and administer their awn

reinforcements. Thirty-three of the students reported successful modifi-
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cation of such behaviours as snacking, swearing, nail biting and knuckle

cracking.

Efforts have also been made to teach students to administer

their own rewards in token economies and to evaluate their own performances

(Bandura and Perloff, 1967, Kaufman et al, 1970). The application of

learning theory principles to self-modified behaviour is still fairly novel,

and specifically this application to the classroom is new. It 'does appear

to be an approach which may combine some of the impressive learning theory

method with more humanistic perspectives of the human condition, so that

more investigation in this area should be received with interest.

9 0



V. STUDENT INVOLVEMENT IN DECISION-MAKING

There is a considerable amount of interest in the notion of

making the school a democratic enterprise. The achievement of this

probably depends ultimately upon the extent to which the customary powers

of the school (administration and faculty) really believe in the applica-

tion of democratic principles to daildren. The keystone of democracy is

the recognition of the equality of people, and the sharing of responsibility.

Schools have long been based on the assumption that children are somehow

less equal thant other people, and policies that affect them have rarely

been formed with their consent. Now theorists call for providing students

with meaningful opportunities for self-determination, or at least-fOt

involvement in the decision-making processes that affect them. Howard

(1970) suggests that "many causes of pupil behalziour problems are deeply

rooted in the nature of the institution itself. Pupil behaviour can best

be modified if the organizational and psychological climate to which the

pupils react is modified" dy encouraging the decentralization of decision-

making power and the involvement of students in that process Howard believes

desirable conduct will be fostered. To begin this trend towards student

involvement, a task force composed of students, teachers and even parents

may be fori,ed in order to formally draw up statements of the objectives

and-values of the school, and the rules of conduct to which all are obligated.

Nearly every book concerned with school discipline suggests daat discipline

codes are needed in order to eliminate the gray aras, the unanswered questions

and ambiguous interpretations of what is and is not acceptable. Jones assures:

"order in the classroom is less easily attained when only school authorites

want it". .Discipline codes are incomplete if they do not account for the

values which underlie them. Therefore it is equally important to spell out

what values operate in the school.
.91
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The opportunities for students to make significant decisions .

should be widened. An unscheduled amount of time daily, or weekly, for

each student could be provided so that s'udents can choose among many

options the activity that interests them most. Teachers or members of

the community, including but not exclusively parents, could offer mini-

courses or :eminars in areas of special interest to them. Many of the

optional activites which could be conducted during this unscheduled

time period are included in discussions of activities for gifted children.

To A significant extent the suggestions made for improving discipline

resemble those suggestions for improving the experience of gifted children.

By increasing the attractiveness of the educational program, but showing

greater respect for the student to choose for himself and to act respon-

sibly, many of the problems educators currently face are expected to

diminish.

Howard points to the existence of a communication gap which

prevents students, teachers, administrators and parents from reaching

Any lutually satisfying relationship. A survey of teachers, students

dnd parent:; in London Ontario schools, concerned with their attitudes

towards school discipline, supports this notion. Parents most frequently

suggested that communication between home and school be improved, and com-

munication between teacher and student on the claggroom level be improved.

turn, teachers felt that they needed greater support and co-operation

from the parents and from the Board of Education. Students most frequently

,Liggested that the teachers listen te them. The lack of open communication

hann,>/s is vary likely due to the fact that the schools do not currently

operate from a democratic basis where all members (including parents) are

seen as ewlal. An undercurrent of hostility runs between each interest

group and there is lacking a sense of mutal interest. One demonstration
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of this hostility can be found in the discipline literature which consistently

refers to di.scipline methods as "effective weapons against...". Co-operation

and friendly order is not to be expected if a war is raging, even if that war

has nev, r formally been declared.

Much of the public sentiment calling for stricter controls in the

schools is based on the assumption that schools have gone as far as they can

go towards permissiveness and that has only made the-educational situation

worse. Permissiveness is equated with allowing children to choose their

courses and wear their hair as they please. In fact, choosing courses, free-

dom to dress as they please and other such "privileges" are tokens of allowing

children to have a voice in their own education. Real democracy has yet to

be trted in the schools. Tokenism has never been particularly successful at

deaiing with any .problem. There is no evidence tht stricter controls at

this time will have long-term effects that produce responsible, self-controlled

adults for the nation's futur'e.

It has been suggested earlier in this paper, from a variety of

sources, that group discussions be regularly employed in the classroom.

Group discussions are of fundamental importance for the establishment of a

democratic climate in the school, for here is where much of the planning and

exchange of perspectives will take place. It has also been suggested &at

group discussion is a vehicle by which a shift from education for facts to

problem-solvir,!, processes can be accomplished. Disciplinc problems may be

diminished when they become the concern of everyone, instead of ju

test between authority and subordinate.
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VI. TEACHERS' ATTRIBUTES AND CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

The books that spend many pages elaborating on the qualities a

teacher should have if she is to be able to effectively manage a well-disciplined

classroom present the picture of a candidate for sainthood. To name a few of

these qualities, the teacher is supposed to be enthusiastic, courteous, kind,

caring, competent, courageous, encouraging, orderly, patient, cheerful,

attractive, friendly, well-prepared, thick-skinned, positive, accepting,

humorous, inspiring, understanding, sympathetic, empathetic, tolerant,

sincere, honest, truthful, fair, a rock, "a port in a storm", heiPfUl,

flexible, fairly uninhibited, fairly extroverted, objective, reasonable,

strong and basically human. The value of this type of information is

limited. Should teachers-in-training who are slightly less than "fairly

uninhibited" be turned away from the profession? Can teachers be trained

to be empathetic? Just how honest should the teacher be?

A consider '.)ly fewer number of pages has been spent describing

actually quantifiable teacher qualities which have been correlated with

student behaviour. Kounin's research has presented some of these.

"Withitness" of a teacher refers to the teacher's ability to demonstrate

that she does have "eyes in the back of her head". The teacher who is able

to correctly identify the source of a disturbance, to meet it directly and

immediately, is "with it" and as such is less likely to have frequent dis-

turbances ia her class than the teacher who makes mistaken judgments about

what is going on in her classroom. Equally important, according to Kounin's

results, is the teachf,?r's capacity for "overlapping": that is, the teaching-

] rning situation will frequens-ly present more than one aituation for the

teacher to deal with at a time; her ability to deal with two different issues,

that appear simultaneously correlates at once oi.th the dgree of order in
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her cl_asroom. She might, for example, be leading a reading group in an

activity and notice an argument ensuing at the science corner between two

boys. If the teacher can, with a look, indicate to the two boys that she

notices them, and at the same time continue without interrupting her read-

jji group,she has indicated her capacity for "overlapping". Kounin also

looked at the teacher's management of movement from one activity to anotlicr

and found that both her ability to make smooth transitions from one

activity co another, and her ability to avoid actions that slow the momentum

of student involvement in activities, correlate significantly with the

ov,:rall order of the classroom. In additon, it is noted that the teacher

who is likely to be at the head of a well-ordered class is most likely to

be skilled at maintaining the focus of a group of students involved in a

task. Teachers accomplish this by keeping children ever ready to be called

uPon, nolding all members of the group accountable for following the lesson,

and by l'equiring a high degree of participation from members of a group

during an activity. Because problems of discipline are more likely to

()ccur in circumstances where pupils are satiated with a giyen activity,

Kounin investigated the ways teachers enhance the attraction or challenge

of clesgroom activities, He found that teachers who introduce variety

and challenge in their classrooms are less likely to have to deal with

behaviour problems.

T.acher styles (related to the type of leadership they provide)

empirically investgated in a now-classic study by Lewin and
have bF,.Qn

others (1948) . Groups of eleven-year-old children participating in after-

school activities Were exposed to three different types of leaders at some

time during their activities. The leadership styles were classified as

either authoritarian, democratic or laissez-1:aire. While productivity,
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EN measured by the number of tasks completed, was highest under the

authoritarian leader, hostile and aggressive acts were also more frequent

in that ondition than in the others This condition showed the greatest

incidence of overt rebellion against authority and dropping out from the

group. in contrast, the democratic situation appeared to produce the

greatest degree of friendliness, co-operation and group concern. -Work

motivation was highest in this condition, a high degree of individual

re:sponsibilit:y was assumed by group members, and the children were capable

of sustaining their efforts in the absence of their democratic leader.

Where complete freedom reigned, chaos did too. Under the laissez-faire

condit39n morale and productivity were low, while aggression and con-

Li.on were high. It has been concluded that children need Lhe guidance

ri
fair and democratic leader who shows genuine respect for chem.



VII. CONCLUSIONS

Vredevoe (1971) reports that 95% of any given group can be

depended upon to observe the rules if the rules are understood. Three

-

to five per cent of the group will be in open defiance of them. The

experience of examining the current and significant literature concerned

with the problems of discipline in the schools has convinced this author

that so far no panacea for the teacher has been found. All of the methods

that have been presented here have been offered with the qualifier that

"this may not work for all your students". The more specific the technique,

such as behaviour modification, the more limited its range of effectiveness

may be (i.e., limited to a specific behaviour). More general re,Tisions of

the school structure, such as those recommeded by Glasser, are aimed at

satisfying more of the needs of more of the students, so that discipline

problens can be eliminated at the source. Probably the most basic fact

concerning this issue is that in any situation where the needs of people

are not all being met, a portion of those "needing" people will react with

ang,!r, defiance, aggression or withdrawal. The onlY way to eliminate a

five per cent fringe of deviants would be to insure that conditions always

satisfied the needs of all the people. Certainly the social system as a

whole is a long way from being able to satisfy all the needs of all the

people, and the schools have not been designed to accommodate the wide

range of emotional and learning needs that are carried into classrooms

daily along with school books and pencils. The behaviourists recognize

that students are coming form and going to different places and that

these differences must be appreciated.
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Most-of the difficulties that you will encounter
in attempting tp apply reinforcement principles
in your classroomare attributable to the design

of oar current education process. It is teacher-

centred. It is lock-step. Application of rein-

forcement prinaiples requires that education muat

be student-centred and individualized. (Dollar,

1972)

So far there are no significant investigations of the correlation between

classroom discipline and the degree of individualization of the educational

program. Investigations in this vein would be difficult to conduct because

of all the other attendant variables, but they would be most interesting to

see.

Much of the public sentiment calling for stricter controls in the

schools is based on the assumption-that schools have gone as far as they

can towards permissiveness and that has only made the educational situation

worse. The call, therefore, is for tighter control from on top. It has

been pointed out by many, however, that permissiveness may in fact not have

worked out, but truly-progressive education where students have a real say

in a 4f.G-.7..ative democratic process has yet to be tried. There is no

ev7f.dance :LlIa! stricter controls at this time will have long-term effects

that prodoce responsible, self-crontrolled adults for the future.

Teacher training programs currently place most of their emphasis

on instructional competence, failing to require that teachers learn those

techniques which will help them to maintain order in the classroom. It

has been empirically demonstrated that teadhers can be trained quickly and

inexpensively to apply such techniques as behaviour modification with a

reasonable degree of success. Glasser and associates have established a

training centre in Los Angeles where teachers and principals may learn

the skills necessary for working in schools "without failure". Teachers
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who have already gone through teacher training and do not have the time or

money to enroll in "discipline" workshops should be provided with access

to training in discipline methods just the sane. If one were to compute

the amount of instructional time lost beqause teachers have to "discipline"

students, it would be apparent that weekly or bi-weekly training workshops

conducted during the school day, with students released early, could be

educationally economical. In order for workshops to work, however, the

attitude that equates teaching competence with the ability to keep disciPline

would have to be suspended. The school would have to be supportive instead

of critical of those teachers who have more discipline problems than others.

In this_ way the school would also provide a model of support and co-operation

for students who are often forced to be disobedient because the system has

taught aggressive competition.

9 9
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SURVEY ON DISCIPLINE IN THE

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

AN ANAYLSIS OF PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS' RESPONSES

TO A SURVEY REGARDING SCHOOL AND CLASSROOM DISCIPLINE
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INTRODUCTION

A questionnaire entitled Survey on Discipline in the Public

Schools was distributed in January, 1976, to the 628 teachers in Junior

Kindergarten through Grade "8 in the public schools (junior and senior)

in The Board of Education for the Borough of York. Three hundred eighty

questionnaires were returned. This return rate of 60% is somewhat low

for teacher-questionnaires distributed by the Board directly to the

schools.

THE SAMPLE

The questionnaires were returned by teachers representing the

grades, as follows:

Kindergarten: 19%

Grade 1: 11%

Grade 2: 10%

Grade 3: 8% 72%

Grade 4: 7%

Grade 5: 7%

Grade 6: 10%

Grades 7 & 8: 28%

This breakdown is close to that for the total (628) of public

school teachers here, of whoM 76% teach in Kindergarten to Grade 6, and

247 in Grades 7 and 8.

The average age of the respondents is 30 years, and the average

number of years of experience is eight. But the single age most represented

(the mode) is 25 years; and the most common length of working experience is

only one year. It would appear that young and relatively inexperienced

teachers are over-represented in our sample.

I. DISCIPLINE AT THE SYSTEM LEVEL

Two questions in the survey'dealt with services provided by

centralized personnel.

A. The first asked:

"What two things could the trustees of this school district do to help

you maintain discipline more effectively?"



Responses were grouped into seven categories:

1. Give back the strap. 40

2. Spend more time in the schools. 48

3. Make classes smaller. 25

4. Other policies, including more special classes; 36

discouraging automatic grade promotion; stricter

disciplinary policies.

5. Encouraging support for teachers in enforcing 65

discipline; respect for teachers; being practical.
4

6. Interact more with parents: make parents discipline 31

their children; insist that parents choose special

education if it is recommended for their child; de-

fine and collect public views; make community aware

of school problems.

7. Do not know what trustees do. 7

A total of 228 of the respondents answered this question. The

most common requests were for more support for teachers and for more trustee

visibility in schools. Both answers indicated a' desire for a measure of

respect for the position.of teacher, and a belief that trustees can help

school staffs create better discipline. (A very few teachers wrote in

negative comments, indicating that trustees ought not to interfere in

school matters.)

Forty teachers asked the trustees to reinstate the strap. (This

suggestion was also made to principals, in 21 answers to another question.)

In the 'majority of instances, teachers who recommended corporal punishment

qualified it by saying it should be used very infrequently, after all other

alternatives had failed. Several said that the strap should never be used,

but that its value as a threat is very useful.

B. "What two things could people in the Special Services Department do to

help you maintain discipline more effectively?"

1. Provide more of the already available and valuable

services (e.g. more staff, spend more time in classes,

speed up response to referrals, more follow-up).

155

2. Improve the quality of existing services (e.g., be more 72

practical, give teachers more background information on

pupils, have more contact with teachers).

3. Provide new services (e.g., workshops for teachers, for 84

parents; more special classes, either full-time or with-

drawal).
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Three quaters of the 225 respondents to this question endorsed
the existing services by asking for more of them. The two principal

critisisms were that teachers do not get enough information fed back to

th6M; and that advice given is insufficiently concrete or practical.

II. DISCIPLINE AT THE SCHOOL LEVEL

Several questions were directed at discipline at the level of

. the school.

"Ln your opinion is the discipline in this school:"

ALL TEACHERS
JUNIOR SCHOOL

TEACHERS .

SENIOR SCHOOL
TEACHERS

Not strict enough 43% 40% 52%

Just about right 54%. 56% 46%

To,., strict 1% 2% 1%

.Teachers are divided on whether or not discipline at their school

is strtfi enough or not. $enior school teachers especially see a need for

stricter discipline. Class size is also a factor: teachers with larger

classes more frequently report.that discipline in their school needs to be

firmer.

B. "Do you think cl5des of conduct are best decided at the school level,

rather than at the Board level?"

Yes '95%

No 5%

There is very little support for a Board policy'on conduct. The

minority of supPorters are less experienced teachers, more likely to be in

senior than junior schools, and to feel they have inadequate back-up at

present.

C. "A teacher is competent to the extent that she-is able to keep her

pupils in order. A teacher without strong control over the behaviour

AN! her pupils cannot do a good job teaching.

1. Do you agree with this statement? (a) Yes 91%

(b) No 6%

(c) No Opinion 3%

2. Would the majority of your colleagues (A) Yes 87%

agree with this statement? (b) No ,5%

(c) Do Not Know 9%

3. Would the principal agree with this (a) Yes 90%

statement? (b) No 4%
( ) Do Not-Know 5%
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D. "Do you feel you have adequate back-up in dealing with discipline

problems?"

Yes 70%

No 30%

The majority is satisfied, with the support they get regarding

discipline. Older teachers and those tearlaing higher grades are less

likely to be satisfied 'LI-Ian others.

Teachers who are satisfied with the support they receive also

report fewer serious discipline problems in their classes.

E. "Do you think your school arlcurately reflects the attitudes of the

community regarding discipline."

Yes 53%

No 47%

The correlation between this response and that to the item on

school discipline (A, p.3) is quite high, indicating that ehe people who

think that discipline is not strict enough in the school tend to be the

same people as those who see the school's attitude to discipline being

out of line with the community's. The underlying factor here seems to

be an orientation to stricter school discipline. More than four in ten

teachers feel that, if the school were stricter it would reflect the

community's attitude more accurately. Of this group, a very small sub-

section would prefer to rely on the Board to determine a policy regarding

pupil conduct for all schools. But the vast majority of those opting for

stricter school discipline still see the problem as one which should be

solved internally.

"What two things could the principal in your school do to help you

maintain discipline more effectively?"

The 398 responses to this question were grouped into five categories

reflecting possible roles the principal can play, as follows:

1. The principal as an adminiStrator:

(a) Reduce class size 4

(b) Facilitate expulsions, suspensions, temporary 97

withdrawals; fail pupils; withdraw privileges

have stricter codes; more formal school rules

and policies

(c) Reinstitute corporal punishment

(d) Establish special classes for problem pupils

108
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2. The principal as communicator with pupils: e.g.,

be more consistent, forceful, strict, etc. in
ealing with students; have higher expectations,

praise good conduct.

3. The principal as communicator with teachers, e.g.,
be more supportive of teachers: visit classes more
give teachers more autonomy; communicate rules more
effectively to teachers; etc.

4. The principal as communicator with outsiders: e.g.,

bring in parents; keep parents from interfering;
press for better special education services; etc.

81

100

30

5. The principal already does all he can. 61

Although 70% of the teachers indicated, in their response to an
earlier question, that they have adequate back-up in disciplinary matters,
slightly more than half of them were able to suggest ways the principal

could help them more. The single most frequent request was for more
support from him, expressed in class visits, and positive reinforcement

(expressed verbally, or through increasing the teacher's autonomy).

G. "What two things could the parents of your students do to help you
maintain discipline more effectively?"

Answers were divided into four categories:

1. More positive parent involvement with the schonl
(e.g., support the teachers, co-operate with the
school, do not'interfere with teachers, take
teacher's side.of dispute with child, check
children's homework).

2. More positive parent involvement with the children

(e.g., be more loving; spend more time with children;

be more interested; consistent; do not hit them;

seek outside help for disturbed children).

143

123

3. Be stricter at home; enforce discipline. 166

4. Specific recommendations to parents at home (e.g.,

less television; earlier bedtime; more exercise;

better nutrition).

30

The majority of teachers did have two suggestions for parents.
The need for firmer discipline at home was most common (ten teachers

suggest some or more corporal punishment at home), and the need for a

more supportive attitude toward teachers (particularly as disciplinarians)

was next.
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III. DISCIPLINE AT THE CLASSROOM LEVEL

A. Discipline Problems

Teachers were asked the number of boys and girls in their class;

and, of these, the number who are discipline problems. The average class

size is 31, with 16 boys and 15 girls.

1. "How many pupils in your class require frequent or constant disciplin-

ing?"

The most common response (modal response) is two boys and one

girl, or three children per class requiring frequent or constant disciplin-

ing. The average number is higher (3.5 and 1.8, respectively) because

discipline problems cluster; thus three teachers account for 27 problem

boys. Bigger classes have more children in this category.

Teachers in the higher grades cite more girls who are discipline

problems than do lower grade teachers. Experienced teachers report fewer

children in these categories.

2. "How many pupils do you have who you feel are impossible to cope with

in a regular classroom?"

NUMBER OF BOYS PER CENT OF TEACHERS

0 57

1 25

2 12

3 3

Over 3 2

NUMBER OF GIRLS PER CENT OF TEACHERS

0 80

1 14

2 5

3 0

Over 3 1

Most teachers have no children whom they find impossibly difficult.

But 44% have at.least one such child, and more than one in ten has three such

impossible ones, two boys and a girl.

The frequency of such children is reported to be higher in the higher

grades, and in bigger classes.

Experienced teachers report just as many cases of "impossible"

children as do inexperienced teachers. (In fact, young teachers - under age

30 - report the fewest "impossible" children.)
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3. What kinds of misbehaviours are most disturbing to your classroom?i

NUMBER OF .TIMES

CATEGORIES OF MISBEHAVIOURS. MENTIONED

(a) Answers that indicate that another student
is the main target of the misconduct.
Examples: disturbing others, stealing,
destroying another's property, fighting,
bullying, interrupting, name-calling.

(b) Answers that indicate that the teacher is
the main target of the misconduct. Examples:
talking back, defiance, lying to the teacher,
disobeying rules, disrespectful behaviour.

367

283

(c) Noise: talking out, shouting, talking during 201

lessons, etc.

(d) Answers which indicate that pupil's conduct
is not serving his own best interest, educa-
tionally. Examples: cheating,.laziness,

inattentiveness, not following instructions,
not finishing work.

(e) Other anti-social behaviour. Examples:

fonling around, being over-active, attention-
seeking, temper tantrums.

(f) Answers which indicate that the teacher's sense
of correct classroom propriety is offended.
(This includes all answers which suggest conduct

by which the respondent is offended, but to
which some other teacher might not object.
Examples: gum-chewing, bad language, poor

manners.)

181

125

91

Junior and intermediate division teachers differ from primary

teachers in describing less student student misconduct, and more

student teacher misconduct.

It is almost twice as likely that discipline problems will occur

in the afternoon than in the morning, according to teachers. Such problems

cluster particularly around afternoon recess, and at the end of the day.

(This pattern could have implications for program.)



4. During what activities are discipline problems most likely to occur?

NUMBER OF TIMES

ACTIVITIES LISTED

(a) When there is free choice. 66

(b) During entering and exiting and other routines. 63

(c) When children work in groups during specific 62

subjects (especially art, physical education).

(d) During physically active periods. 38

(e) When children work alone. 34

(f) During discussions. 33

(g) At the beginning or.end of an activity. 27

(h) When there is low structure. 26

(i) When there is high structure. 13

Two of the three most-mentioned activity-types, free choice

of activities and group work, are perceived by over 60 teachers (or

more than one in five of our sample), as being provocative of discipline

problems. This is surprising because both kinds of practice are in fact

associated with a decrease in reported disciplinary problems. (See

Section III C, page 11 and 12.)

B. Classroom Organization and Management

1. Rules

a. "Most classrooms have some formal rules which apply to all members.

Does your class have such rules?"

Yes 95%

No 4%

b. yhat are the most important rules?

NUMBER OF TIMES

CATEGORIES OF RULES LISTED

(a) Rules that prescribe classroom routines and

work-related attitudes (caring for equipment,

being prompt, finishing assignments, not

chewing gum, cleaning up, entering and

exiting).

(b) Rules that prescribe attitudes that children

should display (being friendly and polite,

honest, compassionate, helpful, co-operative,

etc.)

(c) Rules that govern the making of sounds by

students (raising hand to speak, not inter-

rupting, etc.)

112
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214
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c. "How are the rules enforced?"

NUMBER OF TIMES

TACTIC OR METHOD LISTED

(a) Punishment (including removal of student from

activity, isolation, detention from recess,
dismissal from class, after-school detention,
withdrawal of privileges, assignment of task -

as, lines).

(b) Repeating the rules, and giving verbal repre-
mands, warnings; encouraging discussion and

peer disapproval.

(c) Reinforcing positive behaviour (praise; smiles,

privileges, etc.)

196

192

49

(d) Calling on outside help (from parents and/or 23

principal).

2. Teacher's role

What are the most significant decisions you can make regarding classroom

organization and management?

NUMBER OF TIMES

KINDS OF DECISIONS LISTED

(a) Curriculum-related, including program,

teaching methods, evaluation standards,

preparation, grouping, and scheduling.

(h) Behavioural and disciplinary, including

astablishing routines and expectations.

(c) Physical arrangements, provision of

materials.

(d) Setting a tone or climate, being kind

and understanding.

297

213

127

87

Senior school teachers are much less likely to mention curriculum-

related decision making than are junior school teachers, in listing their

most signqicant decision-making powers.
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3. Pupils' role

What are the most significant decisions a pupil in your class may make

regarding his classroom activities?

NUMBER OF TIMES

KINDS OF DECISIONS MENTIONED

(.1) Non-work-related decisions (choosing seat,
selecting class leaders, selecting work or
play partners, moving freely in and/or out-
side of classroom).

240

(b) Selection of free-time activities or extra 175

tasks when required ones are finished.

(c) Choosing his own book or study topic or 152

interest subject.

(d) Establishing his own schedule.

(e) Cannot make any decisions.

(f) Can evaluate his own performance.

97

29

6

Senior school teachers were three times as likely to say that

their pupils are not allowed to make any decisions. Primary teachers

allow more decision-making in choosing free-time activities, and'in

establishing a schedule for assignment completion.

4. Organization of the school day.

Teachers were asked to indicate what percentage of the class's t!lme in a

day is spent in five kinds of arrangements as follows:

'(1) Pupils are free to do anything they please.

(2) Pupils work alone on projects they have
selected for themselves.

(3) Pupils work in small groups on projects
that the group has selected.

(4) Pupils work in small groups on projects
that have been assigned to them by the

teacher.

(5) Pupils work as one lals v,! group, studying

one topic under the eiirtion of the

teacher.
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Only single-group, teacher-directed work occupies large time

blocks (more than half the day) for a considerable number of teachers.

Small-group and individual work where pupils choose their topics occupy

no more than one-quarter of the day in most classes. Small group work

which is teacher-directed is more common, and occupies between 11 and

50% of the day for a majority of teachers. (Small-group work which is

pupil-directed happens more in the classrooms of young teachers - under

30 -ears old.) There is a strong correlation between grade and amount

of time spent in a large-group situation: the higher the grade the more

of the day that is so spent; senior school classes are especially large-

group centred. Primary pupils have the most freedom in choosing their

activities and in working alone on self-chosen projects.

C. Relationship Between Classroom Organization and Managment and

Identified Discipline Problems

An analysis of responses to some of the questions dealing with

classroom organization and management in relation to the number of children

identified by teachers as discipline problems reveals some very interesting

relationships.

Teachers' descriptions of the most important decisions which their

pupils can make strongly correlate with the number of "impossible" children

they have in their class, in the following way: the more work-related

decision-making power that is given to pupils, to choose their awn extra

activities, schedule for assignments, books, topics of study and evaluative

standards and goals, the fewer pupils there are whom the teacher finds im-

possible to cope wit:1. There is no decline in the children who are frequent

discipline problems; instead it is only the most serious cases which appear

to decrease with increased responsibility given to the pupils.

A related co-variance is that between organization of the day and

discipline problems. Those teachers who rely most heavily on the teacher-

directed large group (for more than half the day, for example) have more

impos:Able-seeming children in their class than do teachers who have pupils

spend more time in small groups or working.alone. (More experienced teachers

rely less on large-group learning situations.) Again, it is not the milder

kind of discipline problem children who are affected, but the most serious

ones.

The numbers of the milder kind of discipline problem children (the

ones who are difficult, but not impossible) appear to be reduced in classes

where pupils are allowed to spend more time working alone on projects of

their own choosing. (This happens more in the classrooms of experienced

teachers.) This is part of, but not identical with, the item on pupils'

decision-making responsibility. Allowing pupils to make any kind of work-

related decision has a salutory effect on the most difficult children,

while the specific factor which affects the less difficult ones is the

combination of freedom in choosing a topic (often within certain constraints -

i.e., from a list presented by the teacher) plus being able to spend some time

(probably up to one-quarter of the day) working alone.
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One must not mistake either the increased use of small group and
individual activity, or the increased freedom of pupils to make educational
choices, or the combination of the two with an unstructured, free and easy,
anything goes classroom atmosphere. In fact, teachers who give pupils more
responsibility do have classroom rules, which are more often presented
formally than informally.

It appears that children who require frequent disciplining and
children whom teachers find impossible to cope with are two different kinds

of creatures. They respond positively to different approaches (more individual

work in one case, more autonomy in the other); and while experienced teachers

have acquired skills which help in controlling the milder problem, additional

skills seem necessary in the most difficult cases.

IV. TEACHER PREPARATION AND COMPETENCE

A. Teacher Training

1. "Did any part of your teacher training help you in a specific way to

deal with the kinds of discipline problems you currently face?"

Yes 27%

No 72%

Teachers who answered affirmatively cited the following specific

experiences as useful:

(a) Experience working with children in practice teaching. 24

(b) Special education, guidance, and psychology courses. 10

(c) Discussions of discipline techniques. 8

(d) Emphasis on creating motivating environments. 4

(e) Concept of positive reinforcement. 3

(f) Behaviour modification techniques. 2

(g) Post-certification course in Adlerian approach. 2

Younger teachers (who are'presumably more recent graduates of
teachers' colleges) were less, not more positive than older teachers on
the value of their training for dealing with discipline problems.
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9. "Should the curricula of teachers' colleges include more guidance in

the area of discipline?"

Yes 91%

No 7%

Suggestions were 'given:

(a) More practical orientation 52

(b) More practice teaching (experience in classroom). 28

(c) More and bettpr instruction in disciplinary methods. 21

(d) More training in psychology. 16

(e) More work in group dynamics. 6

(1) Training in working with parents. 4

3. "Have you read anything which has specifically influenced the way you

maintain discipline in your classroom?

Yes 41%

No 58%

Only 66 mentions were made of specific books or articles.

Dreikurs was mentioned in 38 of the 66 instances. Others were: Glasser,

Holt, Gordon and Feder.

B. Teacher Competence

1. Do.you feel a need to be more effective in your classroom disciplinary

techniques?

PER CENT OF TEACHERS
CHOOSING EACH

Yes, A Great Deal More 12

Effective
Yes, A Little More 61

Effective
No 27
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In fact, the teachers who describe themselves as most needing to

be more effective are the ones who also describe their classes as having

high numbers of problem children. Older teachers see themselves as more

needful of help than younger ones. Female teachers are more likely to see

themselves as needing help than males. Here again we find an association

between discipline difficulties and organization of the day: teachers who

feel least competent spend more time in teacher-directed activity.

2. Compared to five years ago, maintaining classroom discipline is:

PER CENT OF TEACHERS
CHOOSING EACH

More Difficult 55

Equally Difficult 26

Less Difficulta 18

The more experienced the teacher, the greater the agreement that

it is more difficult to maintain discipline now than five years ago.

The more problem children a teacher now has the more likely is

he/she to think things have worsened over time.

DISCUSSION

At the System Level

While most teachers are not asking trustees for any particular

action at the Board level, many of them would like to feel that Board

members are supportive of their efforts in the classroom, and that the

teacher is viewed with respect by the trustee. Such support and interest

could be expressed, say some teachers, by increased visibility in the

schools.

Teachers are not looking for a code of conduct to be established

at the Board level; and only 40 have asked for the reinstatement of corporal

punishment; the great majority has not.

One centralized resource which teachers find helpful and want more

of is the support and assistance of special services personnel. An increased

staff allocation in Special Services would be considered by a great many

teachers to be a positive step in helping to deal with discipline problems;

lacking that any speed-up or increase in efficiency in processing referrals

and in getting feedback to teachers would be welcomed.
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At the School Level

Fifty-four per cent of teachers are satisfied with the disciplinary

tone of their school. But 43% are not, and think discipline should be stricter
at their school. Ninety-one per cent of teachers see their role as controllers

of pupil behaviour to be very central to their ability to be eftective teachers,
and believe their colleagues and principals would agree. Seventy per cent are

satisfied with the back-up they get with disciplinary problems. About one-

third would like more back-up. Teachers are divided on whether or not the
school and the community are in harmony on disciplinary codes and expectations.

Ninety-five per cent of teachers see-codes of conduct as appra-
priately established.at the school level. One suggestion for the implementa-
tion of the responses- summarized here is that each school's staff would be-.7

. well-advised to establish written disciplinary codes, outlining expected
behaviour standards, kinds of unacceptable behaviours, and ways of dealing
with each kind of infraction. .The rules esthblished should deal primatily
win our-of-clmssroom behaviour (in the halls, on the playground, in the
lunchroom, at assemblies, etc.), where no single teacher has authority, but

ail tachers must agree. (If staffs can agree on some classroom rules which
will apply in all rooms, these too could be part of the school code.)

Parents and trustees should be involved, as community representatives, in

evolving such codes. In that way, school and community standards can be

meshed. An additional benefit of parent participation in this activity

would be the opportunity to advise parents of ways in which teachers feel

the home could be more supportive of the school in encouraging good habits

andgood intellectual and emotional fitness.

Finally, just as some teachers would like more support from
trustees in the form of visitations and expressed interest, so would they

.(ia greater numbers) like more support from their principal in the form

of better communication, more classroom visits, and more respect (expressed,

in part, through giving them increased autonomy).

At the Classroom Level

While many teachers are concerned with pupil behaviour outside

the classroom, it is within the confines of dae classroom that teachers

and pupils spend most of their time, and where behaviour problems are

most frequently and constantly manifest, at the cost of disrupting the

class.

Our questions distinguished between two kinds of children: those

who are a frequent or constant source of annoyance, through misbehaviour;

and those whom teachers find virtually impossible to cope with effectively.

There do seem to be some positive steps teachers can take in

changing classroom organization and routines which will significantly

effect a reduction in both difficult and seemingly impossible discipline

problems. Increasing the opportunities for children to work alone should

reduce the number of children in the frequent/constant problem category.
Giving children more freedom in choosing theii awn topics of study should

also help. The combination of the Pwo approaches is most beneficial.
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The following suggestions are made, then, to all teachers who
want to reduce the numbers of children who are serious behaviour problems
in their classroom:

1. Try spending less time instructing the group as a whole; instead, set-.up
more opportunity for small-group and individual work.

2. Give pupils more responsibility for choosing their assignments, their
schedule, and their standards of evaluation.

Both suggestions, it may be remarked, are familiar from pedagogical
literature. Both involve individualization of program, something which is
often advocated but is almost as often found to be difficult to achieve.
Our results suggest that it is well worth working toward; and also that pupils
themselves may be able to do much of the work of individualizing programs.
All the work of choosing books, topics, schedules, and standards for indivi-
dual pupils need not and should not fall to the teacher; it will be more
effective, and will have a more positive effect on classrom behaviour, if
pupils are heavily involved in decision-making. The potential pay-off of
such changes in approach is very great indeed. In the short run, teachers

can look for significant decreases in disruptive behaviour. In the long

run, we can all look forWard to the prospect of children who, Chrough the

acceptance of increased responsibility, develop self-discipline. If teachers

do not give children such opportunities (and very many of them do not, at
present) they can scarcely be surprised if their pupils do not develop self-
discipline. One must be allowed to use a muscle - even a mental or emotional
one if it is to develop.

The pre-requisite for such a positive course of action is a
measure of faith on the part of teachers in those children who cause them

the gr2atest difficulty. This is not an easy faith to hold, and it is per-
haps here that centralized personnel could be most helpful to teachers.

Several teachers indicated Chat training in psychology, group
dynamics% special education, and guidance, have been or would be helpful

to them. Many also cited the written works of Dreikurs.as particularly

useful. At the same time, positive reinforcement is not being used very
often in developing pupils' behaviour.

In-service courses, and perhaps in-classroom visits, by trained
and sympathetic persons could go a long way toward giving teachers the
kind of confidence they need in themselves and in children.. With such
confidence, teachers would be able to increase the opportunities for their
pupils to engage in the kind of decision-making that would foster their
intellectual and emotional growth, at the same time that they were engaged
in becoming the kind of motivated and self-disciplined people who do not

create discipline problems.
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